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Ohio plans improved education
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio
Board of Regents yesterday unveiled a five-year master plan
which would cost at least $1 billion to develop a first-class,
nationally recognized system of
higher education.
The plan, outlined by regent
Chancellor William Coulter and
subsequently approved by the
board at a special meeting, advocates reducing the students'
share of costs at public colleges
from the current 40 percent to 30

percent.
Although the regents' staff
steadfastly declinedto attach a
price tag to the proposal, changing the student-government cost
share ratio was said to be the
single most costly item, amounting to $200 million annually.
Additional clues about implementation costs may be disclosed Sept. 16 when the board
sends its proposed budget for the
next two fiscal years, starting
July 1, 1989, to the Office of

1981, but was blocked by spending cuts ordered to offset a
recession-sparked state budget
deficit. Students' share rose to
47 percent in 1983, the regents
staff said.
The master plan also proposed:
DA statewide campaign over
the next 12 years to substantially
increase the number of people
enrolled at institutions of higner
education.
i Establishment of an adviso-

Budget and Management.
Coulter said he did not know
whether enactment of a state
tax increase would be required
to accomplish goals in the master plan.
"I'm not in charge of the financing," Coulter told reporters
at a briefing. "We clearly cannot accomplish that without a
substantial increase in state
support."
The students' cost share was
to have fallen to 31 percent in

ry panel called the Ohio Council
on Research and Economic Development to stimulate the success of science and technology
efforts in the state.
D Development of a work force
training and retraining network
of two-year colleges that would
be a national leader.
Creation of a committee of
non-government leaders to
promote and monitor public and
private support of higher education.

Housing
refunds
pursued

BG judge harsh
on drunk drivers
by Tim Bush
staff reporter
Underage drinkers who are
caught driving under the influence of alcohol in Bowling
Green now face stiffer sentences
than drunken drivers who are
old enough to legally drink, a
representative of the Student
Legal Service said.
Gregory Bakies, directing attorney of the service, said he has
handled five DUI cases during
the first two weeks of school.
' 'Three of the five have involved underage drinkers," he
said.
"Judge (James) Bachman.
the Bowling Green municipal
judge, is really trying to drive
the fact home that these people
are violating state law by simply
drinking, let alone driving," he
said.
Bakies said a typical sentence
for a DUI offender who is legally
old enough to drink includes
three mandatory days in Jail, a
$350 fine and a counseling session at an alcohol abuse center,
costing approximately $95. A
60-day license suspension with
Krivileges to drive only between
ome and work is also imposed.
An underage driver charged
with the same offense in Bowling Green faces the same sentence— however, the license
suspension is typically extended
for two years instead of two

months, Bakies said.
Additionally, school does not
count as work for drivers who
have the privilege to drive between home and work while
their license is suspended, Bakies said.
Bakies said he was recently
involved in a DUI case in Sandusky County where an underage
offender received a two-month
license suspension as part of his
sentence.
"I am fairly sure that he
would have received a two-year
suspension from Judge Bachman had the offense been committed in Bowling Green," he
said. Bakies said the two-year
license suspension for underage
persons convicted of a DUI
offense is broken into two
phases. The first year is a full
suspension of driving privileges,
he said.
Bakies said the offender can
drive during the second year of
their suspension if they install
an ignition interlock breathalyzer in their automobile.
Bakies said the interlock
breathalyzer prevents a vehicle
from being started until the
driver has blown into the
machine and the breath has
been analyzed for blood alcohol
content.
Bakies said while 0.1 percent
blood alcohol content is the level
considered by state law to be
legally drunk, the interlock
See DUI, page 3.

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter
The president of the Undergraduate Student Government
has contacted the University
Board of Trustees in an attempt
to obtain refunds on housing fees
for students living in a local
motel.
Tim Peterson, USG president,
said he has also contacted the
students staying in Falcon Plaza
Best Western Motel, requesting
them to voice their opinion on
the housing shortage to the
trustees.
At the start of the fall semester, 160 female students were being temporarily housed in residence halls' study lounges and in
the motel.

BG News/Paul Vernon
Kay Chapman, a Wood County Humane Society agent, plays with two of the three dogs that reside at the
Humane Society shelter. The society takes dogs only from cruelty cases and they keep them until they
are adopted.
See related story page 4.

Cockpit recording reveals pilots' reactions

Friday
Today will be mostly sunny with the
high temperature
close to 80 degrees.
Tonight will be clear
and cool with the lows
between 50 and 55.
The extended forecast calls for mostly
sunny and clear skies
Saturday with the
high between 75 and
80 degrees. Sunday
and Monday will be
much the same with highs in the 70s
and lows In the middle 50s.

He said he is looking at the
possibility of getting students'
bursar accounts credited either
in full, or partially, because he
believes the students have been
charged "$619 for an incomplete
product.
"We don't believe they are
Petting what they paid for,"
eterson said.
Vice president Joe Meyer said
living in temporary housing is
not conducive for creating a
good academic or social environment.
Jill Can*, director of oncampus housing, declined to
C See USG, page 3.

Students can withhold
identifiable information

Dallas crash studied
DALLAS (AP) — The captain of Delta Flight
1141 exclaimed "We're not gonna make it!" 11
seconds before the jet crashed on takeoff, the
cockpit recording shows.
The pilots discovered their aircraft was in serious trouble about 21 seconds before the plane
struck the ground, the Dallas Times Herald reported today.
The plane crashed at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport Aug. 31 while taking off for Salt Lake
City. The Boeing 727 exploded and broke apart
upon impact, killing 13 of the 108 people on board.
The pilots were injured but survived.
The partial transcript, obtained Wednesday by
the newspaper, shows that approximately nine
seconds after what appeared! to be a normal
takeoff, a cockpit alarm indicated the Jet was not
able to gather enough speed to stay aloft.
A second later, Capt. Larry Davis said,
"Something's wrong. Ohnh." One of the final entries on the transcript appears to be a scream.
National Transportation Safety Board in-

D Preparation of all Ohioans
for a lifetime of changing careers.
Listed as the plan's first goal
was development of "a firstclass system of higher education
which is recognized for its consistent high quality and its responsiveness to state needs."
Coulter offered Massachusetts
and California as examples of
such systems and said Ohio fell
short of the goal. He would not
say how far short the state fell.

vestigators said last week that the cockpit recording indicates there were two compressor stalls, or
disruptions of air flow— one in each of the two engines. The transcript, however, notes five possible
compressor stalls within six seconds, a set of two
followed within seconds by three more, the newspaper reported.
After the first two stalls were noted, co-pilot
Carey Kirkland said, "Engine failure."
Just after the three possible stalls were noted,
someone in the cockpit said, "We got an engine
failure."
Three seconds later, Davis said, "We're not
gonna make it."
At that point, someone attempted to communicate something to the tower, saying only, "Elevenforty one's...
Davis then exclaimed, "Full power!"
Kirkland followed with unintelligible words just
a fraction of a second before what is believed to be
the sound of impact heard on the recording.
The recording then ends with a possible scream.

by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter
If students do not want their
phone number, grades, or any
other identifiable data released,
they have the right to prevent
the University from disclosing
that information.
According to Bob Arrowsmith,
assistant vice president of Student Affairs, the Family Educational Rights and the Privacy
Act of 1974 guarantees students
the prerogative of excluding
personally identifiable information from the campus directory.
The Privacy Act, which the University follows, also allows
students the right to prevent the
University from releasing any

other identifiable information
from their student record, he
said.
The filing deadline for students who did not want the data
in the directory was Sept. 1.
"The reason we set that time
was because we have to notify
the on-campus office that handles the directory," Arrowsmith
said. "That way we can ensure
that the information will not be
in the directory."
However, Arrowsmith said
students can exercise their
rights concerning their identifiable information throughout
the entire year.
"Two months from now, if
someone came in and did not
want that information released,
we would not give it," be said.

Approximately 20 students a
year request the Office of Student Affairs to withhold their information, Arrowsmith said.
"Students sign a torm saying
they do not want this information released," he said. "This
person is then flagged. We send
a list around to all departments,
informing them not to release
this student's information without the student's permission."
Some of the information that
people do not want released
from their records include the
last schools they attended, honors or awards received, date of
graduation, or their social security number, he said.

News in Brief
New York jazz band
to perform this weekend

Local fundraisers earn money for MDA charity

A four-piece jazz ensemble will perform at the
Ice Arena lounge Saturday at 7 p.m.
"SAUD,"a jazz band from New York, has been
performing for nearly 12 years at colleges, universities and social events. The leader of the band,
Galen Abdur-Razzaq, has been a jazz flutist for 25
years and each member has the same level of
professionalism.
The event is being presented by the Board of
Black Cultural Activities and is $2 per ticket.

Jerry's Kids have a little more to smile about,
thanks to two area fundraisers.
Rally on the Mall, one event planned to help
raise money for the charity, took place at the
Woodland Mall Sept. 3 to 5. Beth Issacs, administrative assistant at the mall, said all of the activities planned for the three-day fair took place in the
Cafe Court.
Two of the biggest money-making events were a
fashion show, where the audience pledged money

for the outfit they liked best, and a pizza-dough
throwing contest. Issacs said she was nappy about
the success of the fair: "There was a really good
crowd and everyone was pleased."
The annual Jerry Lewis Telethon also took place
last weekend. As In the past, Bowling Green served as the calling center for Toledo.
The telethon raised more than $41 million
nationally; $5,349 was contributed by the Bowling
Green center
-by Lori Miller
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Divestment chapter not closed yet
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Renovations in future
pose housing woes
unless solution given
Construction at the University is at a maximum
these days, which brings about many questions.
The renovations set to begin in 1990 on Shatzel,
Hayes and Overman Halls will undoubtedly create
spatial strains on the University.
During the two-year renovation of Williams Hall,
at least 123 students were denied residence hall
rooms, because portions of the first and fifth floors
of Founders Quadrangle became the home of University political science, history and sociology
professors.
This move forced students to live in motel rooms
and residence hall lounges, some for an entire
semester, because other accomodations could not
be found.
If the University encountered these difficulties
with only one building under construction, what
problems will occur when three buildings are out of
commission?
The offices of academic affairs, student affairs
and housing have yet to come up with any solutions
because the mass-construction project is not set to
begin until 1990 or 1991.
If the offices currently housed in those buildings
are relocated to residence halls, the ugly head of
overbooking will probably rise again.

The Progressive Student Ortanization wants to use this meium to thank those organizations and individuals who participated in the struggle for Full
Divestment since November
1MB, when it was revealed that
the BGSU Foundation had
$780,000 invested in companies
doing business in South Africa.
It is clear to us in the PSO that,
without a broad front of unity,
divestment would have remained an issue or at least there
would have been no announcement of a vote for total divestment of the BGSU Foundation's
funds from South Africa on May
10. Student organizations such
as the Black Student Union,
Peace Coalition, African Peoples AssociaUon, Graduate Student Senate, Women for Women
and others such as the Faculty
Senate, the Administrative Staff
Council and the Committee for
Racial Justice; and of course
President Olscamp, all of whom
publicly applied pressure to the
Foundation which finally had to
yield to the voices of morality.
The Foundation's support for
the apartheid system was rightfully seen as an aid to the racist
government policies in South
Africa and for racism in general. Now that the BGSU Foundation has announced that it will
divest the remaining $160,000
from companies doing business
in South Africa many people
have expressed their satisfaction. The Foundation's president, Mr. Ashel Bryan, has expressed a willingness to keep the
concern for apartheid alive at
this University through offering
scholarships to Black South
Africans and by inviting
speakers from both the African
National Congress (ANC) and
the liberal white Afrikaaners
who are in favor of dismantling

One graduating senior reported that her
mother... remarked that "this is the best
thing that has happened at Bowling Green
for a long time."
the system of apartheid. The
PSO will be working with the
Foundation and the University
to accomplish these goals and
we are confident that many
other campus organizations will
be willing to assist.
Views from off-campus
While many members of the
faculty, staff and student body
expressed their satisfaction with
the Foundation's May 10 vote,
there were also those outside of
the campus who were pleased.
One graduating senior reported
that her mother, after reading
about the divestment vote in the
Plain Dealer newspaper, remarked that "this is the best
thing that has happened at Bowling Green for a long time."
A Black parent from Toledo
said that Bowling Green was becoming more responsive to the
concerns of "People of Color."
She continued: "I nope they will
deal with the problem of racism
and the need tor more black faculty and students as early as
possible." Finally, a BGSU
graduate who worked with the
PSO in its first year said that
without the PSO, the University
and its Foundation would still be
in bed with racism in South
Africa.
The status of Divestment today
At this point the college community must be informed that
even though we have celebrated
the announcement of the
divestment vote, this issue is not
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Since the divestment vote was
announced, The BG News has
reported the issue as if it came
about because of the good nature
of some members of the Foundation. In fact The BG News reports have played down the role
of the PSO and the other sections
of the University community in
this issue. While there were responsive individuals on the
Foundation Board, the announced divestment was a direct result of the actions and activities
of the PSO and other allied organizations and individuals.
This fact should never be denied
through either conscious or unconscious omission.
We in the PSO therefore think
that it is important that the main
lessons of the past two years of
divestment struggle be shared
with the University community,
and especially with other student organizations.
The first, and most important,
lesson from this struggle is that
without broad unity among the
most influential consituencies
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A possible solution would be to give sophomores
the option of living off- campus. Other universities
such as Ohio State, Akron, Toledo and the University of Michigan allow second-year students to move
off-campus. Why is our University unwilling to do
so?
Perhaps some administrators are concerned the
University would be unable to fill the residence
halls without forcing sophomores to live in them.
However, recent enrollment trends seem to indicate this is unlikely.
Many juniors and seniors live on campus despite
their lack of an obligation to do and there is little
doubt an even larger number of sophomores would
stay in the residence halls, as well.
Those who did leave would simply be making
room for students who otherwise would be forced to
live in lounges and hotel rooms because of the ongoing renovations.
The only other immediately apparent option is
moving faculty offices to an alternate location,
such as the Falcon Plaza Motel. However, this
would undoubtedly be inconvienient for both
professors and their students.
It would make more sense to let those students
who would rather be off-campus go, and give residence hall rooms to the ones who want them. That
is the only solution everyone can live with.

finished. Although a vote for
total divestment was announced, more than three months
later there is neither a timetable
set nor any assurance given of
when this tie with South Africa
will actually be severed. We in
the PSO hope that the Foundation will act speedily and close
this terrible chapter in its history and heal the wounds that
resulted over the past two years.
Three lessons from the
Divestment stuggle

on a controversial issue like
divestment, the autonomous and
powerful units such as the BGSU
Foundation will pay little attention to the legitimate concerns of
organizations like the PSO and
its allies. While faculty members and their Senate were assumed by many to be far removed from students and their
organization,' the fact is that
many of them have the same
concerns as us. There is no
doubt that some students were
surprised when the Faculty
Senate supported the PSO
resolution calling for full
divestment.
A second lesson is that students in their organizations
must demonstrate seriousness
of purpose. To have one antiapartheid activity this year and
the other the following year is a
definite sign of weakness and
noncommitment. Activities
must be varied and occur often
enough in order to demonstrate
some level of seriousness. The
media should be used to highlight issues in the broadest and
most public way in order to inform the community. This is
necessary because there are
many different positions on the
issue: some contain half-truths
and others are entirely incorrect. An organization's position
must be stated in an unambiguous way and it is important
that the support of other organizations is actively sought.
Thirdly, organizations need to
have a good understanding of
the issue that they are struggling to win. The ability to articulate one's position and address those issues raised by opponents is crucial. Selection of
the person or people who are
best able to put forward the organization's position, and are
sensitive to the concerns of
his/her audience, is a definite
asset.
Lam is the adviser for PSO.
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BARB WEADOCK - OFF THE BEAT

Rape task force: sound investment
Rape is a stark, devastating
area of sexuality and even talking about the subject is considered taboo.
Unless you or someone close
to you has been raped, the subject is not eVen thought about
because the "It can't happen to
me" syndrome starts.
On the other hand, if your life
has been affected by rape, it is
not a subject the victim or
friends and family feel comfortable talking about because they
do not know how to address the
subject.
Another aspect to consider
when talking about rape is the
environment in which it occurs.
Poor lighting in walkways and
on campus and lack of an allnight paid escort service must
be considered because they pose
a safety problem.
There Is no dispute that rape is
a serious matter and something
needs to be done on our campus,
Bowling Green State University.
The Undergraduate Student
Government is taking action by
establishing a rape task force
with the help of coordinator
Kraig Baker.
Objectives of the task force
are better lighting, an all-night,
paid escort service, educational

seminars and self-defense
classes.
As with any project, money
will play a big factor in whether
or not the project can get started, continue and grow.
Baker said the task force
plans to appeal to USG and other
campus groups for funds to keep
the project going.
Unfortunately, nickel and
dime funding will accomplish
nothing but an end to a project
that is not only needed, but
necessary in a community
where many residents are on
their own.
The situation creates a fine
opportunity for the University to

not only show 'it cares,' but to
improve campus features and
boost enrollment quality.
Consider these choices: a
parking space, a seat in the proposed convocation center or the
ability to walk across campus at
any hour with less fear of being
raped.
If you think rape can't happen
to you, the last choice doesn't
mean anything. But what about
the safety of your friends or relatives? Suddenly, when the context has changed, rape becomes
everyone's problem.
Rape isn't a convenience problem, as pointed out by Baker,
and it isn't something that can
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be put off and dealt with next
year.
Establishing an on-going, firm
component of the University is
not only a benefit to the students, but to the University as
well.
The University can seize the
opportunity to invest a few dollars when the project committee
solicits funds.In a short time the
investment will more than pay
itself off in enrollments, parental donations and alumni support.
Weadock, a sophomore journalism news-editorial major
from St. Marys, is the student
government beat reporter for
tneNews.
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Student vies for Award honors former mayor
'Miss America'
Evans representing Ohio in contest

A former University trustee and Bowling Green mayor will be
honored at the Wood County Day celebration Saturday being held in
Old Infirmary Park.
A posthumous award will be presented to Alva Bachman, who served as University trustee from 1944 until 1964, and five terms as the
city's mayor beginning in 1930.
Bachman died Jan. 27,1968 at the age of 94.
The award is one of four to be presented by the Wood County
Commissioners Office during the celebration, which is being sponsored by the county historicalsociety.
The awards are given to honor citizens in the county that exhibit
special qualities in the categories of religion and liberty, education
for civic responsibility, self-government, and liberty through law.

by Amy Burkett
wire editor

Many young girls dream of
becoming Miss America, but for
one University student that
dream could become a reality
this weekend.
Sarah Ann Evans, 23, of Van
Wert, Ohio attended the University as an undergraduate and is
currently enrolled in the
master's of business administration degree program.
Evans has been in Atlantic
City competing in the Miss
America preliminary competitions all week as Miss Ohio.
Evans was named Miss Ohio
in June, after entering the pageant as Miss Pickerington. The
win gave her the right to travel
to Atlantic City to compete in the
Miss America pageant.
The state competition,
however, was nothing new for
Evans.
In 1986, she competed as Miss

The award for Bachman will be presented in liberty through law.
According to Leonard Kingsley, county commissioner, applications were circulated throughout Wood County in July and citizens
could nominate any person they felt worthy of the award.
A committee of three active county residents reviewed the nominations and selected the winners in the categories. On the committee
were Bruce Bellard, former Bowling Green mayor and University
professor; John Kurfess, who is active in Perrysburg's educational
development; and retired North Baltimore judge Kenneth Adams.
The celebration, held at the park located on County Home Road,
will begin at 10 a.m. and include games for children, craft demonstrations and food sales.
June Holliker, a spokeswoman for the Wood County Historical Society, said in addition to the awards ceremony a bluegrass band, Bob
White and the Candy Mountain Express, will perform and contests
will be held.

Sarah Evans
BGSU and again in 1987 as Miss
West Central Ohio. In both previous attempts, she was a top
ten finalist.
Evans was unable to be reached yesterday in Atlantic City
for comment, due to pageant
rehearsals.
The pageant will be nationally
televised Saturday at 10 p.m. on
Channel 13 WTVG in Toledo.

DUI
Q Continued from page 1.
breathalyzer will not allow the
vehicle to start if the driver tests
higher than 0.02 percent blood
alcohol content— a much lower
level.
Additionally, the offender
must pay for the use and installation of the device, according to
Bachman. He said the device
costs $1.10 per day and approximately $450 per year.
"I don't want to take driving
privileges away from people,
but there are times when we
have no alternative," Bachman
said. "Under-age persons, in

by Christine Forrer
reporter

particular, have absolutely no
defense in a DUI incident because it is against state law for
them to be drinking in the first
place."

CISC
G Continued from page 1.
comment.
John C. Mahaney Jr., a member of the Board of Trustees,
said the board might discuss the
subject at the October board
meeting.

City
DTwo males were fighting in
DJ's Bar, 809 S. Main St.,
Tuesday. Neither were seriously injured and no charges were
; i A North Baltimore man reKrted Tuesday that his girlend has been receiving
threatening phone calls from
one of the man's former girlfriends. The caller nas
threatened to do something
bad to him. Police referred
him to the Fostoria Police Department.
D John T. Salter and John M.
Stork, both of Elyria, and
Richard A. Kayfes Jr. were arrested Tuesday at Mvles" Pizza
Pub, 516 E. Wooster St., for
eating and leaving without
paying.

Allan P. Kempf, 13526
Kramer Road, was arrested
Tuesday for driving under the
influence of alcohol.
DA juvenile stole a tape holder from Finders Records and
Tapes, 128 N. Main St., and
when approached bv a store
manager, the juvenile said his
friend had taken a tape earlier.
The manager told the juvenile
to bring his friend and the tape
back to the store, or charges
would be filed.
GA Bowling Green woman
discovered the door molding
ripped from her vehicle and
the car locks broken Tuesday.
She believes the damage was
done either in her Elm Street
apartment's parking lot or in
Lot 2.
aTwenty-three drivers were
cited for speeding Tuesday,

according to police reports.
Fourteen citations were issued
in the East Reed Street-Thurstin Avenue area.
;..: Charles E. Miller, of Napoleon, and Donald C. Emahiser, of Swanton, were arrested for leaving without paying for apizza worth $11.66 at
Myles'. The men ran and were
apprehended in front of South
Hall. Because they had no identification, they were handcuffed and taken to the police
station. Officers said the men
said they had heard it is easy to
"dine and dash" at Myles'.

Campus
GA complainant reported to
the University Police Tuesday
morning that someone entered
the Prout Chapel and burned

incense on a shelf in the coat
room, causing $50 damage.
The complainant said the
chapel was locked when the
damage was discovered and
trash was found on the floor.
GAccording to police, Steven
T. Savon, 437 Compton Hall,
was cited for disorderly conduct early Wednesday morning
after he was observed walking
near Conklin Hall carrying a
stolen table. The police said he
was intoxicated, uncooperative, and disorderly.
While on patrol in Lot 6, a
police officer observed a male
and a female standing near the
rear of a vehicle and acting in a
suspicious manner. When the
officer returned to the scene,
the rear license plate of the vehicle was missing and the subjects had fled.

@ FALCONS VS. BALL STATE TOMORROW, 12:30 P.M., PERRY FIELD

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior portraits begin next week!
Varden Studios will be here through Sept. 30, but
schedule now to get the most convenient appointment.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily
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Man plays plant role
little Shop of Horrors'in
production on campus

by Lynn Gagel
reporter

There are probably many
students at the University who
can say they have studied
plants In one course or another. Very few, though, are
able to say they have actually
become one.
Ken Lee, freshman business
administration major, is one of
those lucky few. A native of
Rudolph, Lee is the man controlling the foliage in the
Summer Musical Theater's
production of "Little Shop of
Horrors," which will run
through Saturday.
Lee's involvement In the
play began when his high
school drama teacher, Karen
Landrus, stage manager for
"Little Shop of Horrors,"
asked him if he had an interest
in the part. He did, and soon he
found himself at summer
BG News/Paul Vernon
rehearsals, cloaked in chloroKen Lee, freshman business major, operates Audrey, the man-eating phyll playing the blood-hungry
plant that appears In "Little Shop of Horrors." Lee was able to work with plant, Audrey H.

Randy Baughman, a 1961 University music graduate who
is now working toward a
master's degree in business, is
the man behind Audrey II 's
voice.
"It's just like a lip-sync, both
with the songs and the actual
talking that he does," Lee said.
"We did pretty well at rehearsals ... when the director
wasn't working with us, we
would get together and go over
the lines."
The plant costume itself,
based on original designs by
Muppet-creator Jim Henson,
was obtained from the Toledo
Repertoire Theater.
During the musical, the
plant goes through four stages
of growth — three of which involve Lee.
"The first stage is just like a
hand puppet," Lee said. "You
just put your hand inside it and
snap up. It's the one that
drinks the blood from the
finger."
The plant's size changes
considerably from the hand-

the plant for two and a half weeks so he could learn how to operate it
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CHURCH SCHOOL 9:30 a.m.
WORSHIP 10:45 a.m.

Students Welcome!
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green
J. Kenneth Evans, Pastor

B

354-3989

Although puppies in the
window and stray kittens are
sometimes hard to resist, one
Humane Society official believes students should think
twice before adopting any pet.
Wood County Humane Society
agent Kay Chapman said "students should be very cautious"
when undertaking the responsibilities of pet ownership.
Some students choose to adopt
a pet on a short-term basis and
then have to find it a new home
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The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
are proud to announce their
1988 Pledge Class...
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by Christian Thompson
reporter

After four years of planning,
the sports management division
has expanded the aquatics
major to include a minor, said
Darrel Verney, aquatics coordinator at the University.
The minor was added because
it compliments other recreational and teaching degrees —
and because participation in the
major program was lacking,
Verney said

He said the degree could
create summer jobs such as pool
management or be a basis for
volunteer work with groups like
the YMCA or Boy Scouts of
America.
According to Verney, the University is one of the few schools
in the country to have an
"This is the plant that eats
aquatics department.
people ... they crawl inside
(the mouth)," he said.
Classes for the major include
design,
construction, operation
During the play, Lee dresses
and
administration of aquatic
in black sweats and gloves in
facilities. Biology, chemistry
order to blend in with the lining
and business courses are also
of the costume. The costume,
required.
he said, gets very hot as the
To fill electives, aquatic
play progresses.
majors can take synchronized
swimming, scuba or skin diving
classes.
The minor differs from the
major in the number of hours
needed and in class selection. If
a student has taken a course for
his major that is also in the
aquatics curriculum, he will not
care, boarding, etc., be included have to repeat the class, Verney
in the budget?
said.
After graduation, aquatic
DWill the landlord allow pets? majors have a variety of job opnWhile on vacation or busi- portunities.
ness trips, will arrangements be
According to Verney, approxmade for the pet?
imately five million pools are in
If other pets are involved, need of management and serwill they adjust to having a new vice.
animal in their home?
"Walt Disney World just hired
Is there a commitment to 800 people with backgrounds in
proper training?
aquatics to create their new
Dls there a commitment to the man-made coral reef," Verney
pet for its lifetime?
said.
Aquatics majors also have the
Dls sufficient time available
for proper care?
opportunity to start their own
□Will family and friends allow businesses, Verney said. Prithe pet to visit and/or reside vate swimming schools, clubs
with them?
and other water-related busiCWill the necessary arrang- nesses are being opened across
ements be made to spay or the country, he said.
neuter the animal?
No students are currently enThe Wood County Humane So- rolled in the new minor. Sports
ciety poses many of these same management program officials
questions upon adoption hope this will change as students
requests, and reserves the right become more informed of the
to refuse anyone they believe is opportunities created with a
incapable of providing a healthy knowledge of aquatics, Verney
said.
home to an animal.

Pets pose problem for students
by Carol Berry
reporter

KIRS'I CHRISTIAN CHI K< II

puppet
version, he said.
fl
The third stage has this
great big (flower) pot that I sit
inside," Lee added. "There's a
seat I buckle myself up into.
On my legs are leggings that
have roots and stun sticking
out of them, and there's a big
mouth that sits over my entire
body."
"That's my favorite part ...
during the song the plant is
dancing around and kicking —
it's easy to control." Lee said.
"I can do a whole lot with it.
Towards the end, I get the
whole pot rocking back and
forth on stage."
By the fourth stage, Lee estimates the mouth alone to be
six feet long and four feet wide.

Aquatics
offering
a minor
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at the end of the semester.
However, Chapman said temporary adoption "is very hard
on animals. You should want to
commit to that animal for its
lifetime."
Many landlords do not permit
pets, and students who do not
check their leases before adopting a pet make it "very stressful
for the animal. It is a horrible
thing to do," Chapman said.
She added that pet owners
sometimes have a difficult time
finding a place to live.
However, Chapman said she is
"not against students having
pets."
"There are many students
who make good pet owners," she
said, adding that she supports
responsible pet ownership,
"which can be very hard... it's a
matter of priorities."
Before becoming a pet owner,
the Humane Society asks people
to consider the following aspects
involved in the committment:
DWill shots, food, veterinary
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List of things to do by Monday, Sept. 12:

Kristin Meeker

Stephanie Moser
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1.) Complete applications for District Representatives
2.) Collect 25 signatures for petition
3.) Return both forms to 405 Student Services
DEADLINE: Monday, September 12, 5:00 p.m.
Get involved and represent your District
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PICK THEM UP IN THE m@ OFFICE - 3RD
FLOOR UNION - BETWEEN 8 a.m. AND 5
p.m. - NOW THRU FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH

APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 16TH AT NOON!
ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS

Elsewhere
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EPA calls Homesick
Ohio's air panda set
unhealthy for display
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
summer's hot weather helped
make Cincinnati's air the dirtiest in Ohio in terms of smog
problems, state regulators
say.
The Cincinnati area's ozone
levels have reached the unhealthy range 22 times so far
this year. The readings were
nearly twice as bad as any
other city in the state, according to figures the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
released Tuesday.
Cincinnati was followed by
Akron, which violated the
federal clean air limits for
ozone 14 times, Cleveland at
12, Dayton 10, Toledo and
Canton six each and Columbus four.
"The intense heat and sunlight we have experienced
this summer have made this
one of the worst years for
ozone on record," Ohio EPA
Director Richard Shank said.
Ozone, the chief ingredient
in smog, forms when nitrogen
oxides and hydrocarbons —

Discovery
tests are
success

CINCINNATI (AP) — A visiting giant panda, whose public display
at the Cincinnati Zoo was closed when he became homesick, will go
back into public viewing Saturday, zoo officials announced Thursday.
Chia Chia, a 290-pound male on loan for three months from the
London Zoo, is acting more comfortable in his new surroundings,
Cincinnati Zoo spokeswoman Barbara Brady said.
She apologized to the as many as 4,000 spectators who came to the
zoo to see Chia Chia, but were turned away after his exhibit closed
last Saturday. Those spectators were issued rain checks which will
allow return visits to see the panda or other attractions at the zoo,
Brady said.
"We apologize for the delay, but we appreciate the public's understanding that Chia Chia needed some more time," Brady said.
Zoo officials said Chia Chia also needed more time to recover from
his 17-hour trip last week by plane from London to Chicago's O'Hare
Airport, and then his seven-hour van trip to Cincinnati.

components of automobile
and industrial exhausts —
combine in the presence of
heat and sunlight. High ozone
levels can be irritating to
people with chronic respiratory or cardiac ailments.
The state this year began
requiring mandatory visual
inspections of auto emission
systems on newer vehicles
owned in the Cincinnati and
Cleveland metropolitan
areas. Officials who monitor
air pollution levels say the extreme heat and dryness this
summer worsened the problems and made it all but impossible to judge effectiveness of auto emission inspections.
Shank said the hydrocarbon
problem has been reduced
during the past decade.
"Due to tighter controls on
industry ana tailpipe emissions, there are now fewer
hydrocarbons in the air
around our major urban
areas than there were 10
years ago," he said.

"Your Music Library"
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The 16-year-old panda has lived the past 14 years at the London
Zoo, since his capture at age 2 in his native China. He is to stay at the
Cincinnati Zoo until the end of November before moving to his new
home at Mexico City's Chapultepec Zoo— where it is hoped Chia
Chia will help what has been a successful breeding program for pandas. His former breeding mate at the London Zoo died in 1965.

:';

Zookeepers have helped accommodate Chia Chia to his new surroundings by enhancing the housing, including building a new platform for him. The animal has spent much of the time inside his den.

COMPACT
DISCS

Cincinnati Zoo executive director Edward Maruska said revenues
from Chia Chia's three-month Cincinnati display will be used to pay
for new housing at the Mexico City Zoo for the panda, and to set up a
conservation fund for the animals.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Discovery's astronauts
completed a successful practice *
*
countdown aboard the spaceship
•••••••••
today, the last major test before
they lift off in as little as three
weeks on the first shuttle mission in 21/2 years, NASA said.
The space agency on WednesDOWNTOWN'S BEST
day plans to announce a launch
date after assessing- the countdown test and other factors.
FOOD
Officials have been discussing a
♦
date between Sept. 26 and 29.
"We clearly demonstrated
OAINK
that we're ready to pick up the
count for real; I hope that we
a
will be able to do that by the end
of the month," Kennedy Space
ATMOSPHERE
Center Director Forrest S.
McCartney told the launch team
after the test.
"It certainly sets the stage for
what we're about ready to do
here in just a few weeks,"
launch director Bob Sieck added.
Commander Rick Hauck and
his four crewmates, wearing
new partial pressure suits,
switched dials, tested communications, monitored systems and
followed all procedures scheduled during the final two hours
of an actual countdown.
"Everything appears to have
gone quite well, said launch
control commentator Hugh Harris as the test concluded at 10:34
a.m., 34 minutes behind schedule because of minor communications problems between the
craft ana control center.
The countdown clock was halted at six seconds before the
mock liftoff to simulate an enELne problem and give the
lunch team practice in making
146 N MAIN • BOWLING GREEN
the vehicle sate.
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present this coupon and
receive any single cassette
or LP up to $9.98 value for
$6.99. Coupon not valid
with other offers.
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DISC
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Present this coupon and
receive any single album
compact disc for $11.99.
Coupon not valid with
other offers.

Expires 9/25/88
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WE WANT YOU!
TOMORROW!
BOWLING GREEN VS. BALL STATE
KICK-OFF 12:30

PERRY FIELD

BE THE 12TH MAN
IN THIS IMPORTANT
CONFERENCE OPENER! I

*^cT^
403 S. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY

OPEN

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/B.O.

DAYS

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT TONGHT AND TOMORROW
Mon.-Thuri. 10 am-* pm Mon.Thun • om-10 pm|
Frl.-Sat. 10 om-10 pm
Frl.-Sat. • am-12 pm
Sundays Noon-5 pm
Sundays 11 am-7 pm
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Falcons ready to forget WVU
BG looks to avenge West Virginia loss against Ball State
The highly-touted Falcon
offense managed only 267 yards
against West Virginia last
weekend. The rushing game,
which averaged a measily 99
yards per game last season in
the conference — good for the
seventh position — netted just 61
yards.

by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Moe Ankney says his team is
playing the most important
game of the season Saturday.
Ball State invades Doyt L.
Perry Field at 12:30 p.m., marking Bowling Green's MidAmerican Conference and home
opener. The contest is also the
only home game BG has in the
next month.
"The Ball State game is the
most important on our schedule.
I've said that from the first day
and that is definitely the case
now," said Ankney, BG's thirdyear head coach. "... We need
the win for confidence after the
62-14 loss to West Virginia. To be

a factor in the MAC, we need
this win."
The Falcons have defeated the
Cardinals in their last eight
meetings and 11 of 14 overall.
BG won 244 last season in Muncie, Ind.
Ball State head coach Paul
Schudel was unavailable for
comment on the game.

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Ankney said the offense will
have to improve, particulary the
rushing game.
"But Ball State is always
tough to run against and they
have good run defense again this
year, said Ankney, who is 7-2 in
MAC home games.
The Cardinals limited their
first opponent, Toledo, to only 51
yards rushing and 143 yards
overall.
Ball State is led by inside linebacker Greg Garmca, the 1967
MAC Defensive Player of the
Year. Garnica made eight tackles against the Rockets and 188
total last year.
"Garnica makes a lot of tackles," Ankney said. "He does a
good job, as does the other inside
linebacker (Tim Walton)."
Walton made 138 tackles last
season.
The Cardinals offense is led by
tailback Bernie Parmalee, the
conference's second-leading rusher with a 106.4 yards per game
average last season. He gained
76 yards against Toledo.
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Jeans-n-Thlngs

E31 Ridge

Open: Mon. - Thurs. 10-8

Fri. - Sat. 10-5:30

352-8333
Sun. 12-5

for further
information
and details call
353-3977, ask
for Mike.
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Junior High
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B.G.'s Clauiast Tanning Club
Located directly behind Dairy Mart
on E. Wooater Street

Resume Special

One page typeset resume
30 copies on resume bond paper
plus
your resume saved on a disk
Everday low price $24.95
Credential Forms
only $7.00

kinko's
the copy center
113 BK Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(419)354-3977

HUGE WAREHOUSE SALE
Low, Low Pricing

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH
1 Day ONLY
Beds (Complete)
Bed Spreads

Sheets

HANNA HALL

CAMPUS TANNING CLUB

(
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7:00 p.m. Little Fauss & Big Halsy

The GISH FILM THEATER

5.°° OFF COUPON

BILL BURKLE
Call for Appointment
352-7889
Owner
Otter Expire. 10/1/88

Sharon Pahl
352-7936

8:45 p.m. The Gambler

The top seed made only 10 unforced errors, held
serve every time and had just one double-fault.
Lendl only came to the net twice in the entire
match, but he won both those points too.
"I was very pleased with my intensity and concentration," he said. "It's not that easy to play
Derrick. He plays a lot like (Miloslav) Mecir. He
made unbelievable shots and missed easy shots."
Lendl, who lost only one set in each of his last
three Opens, has already dropped three sets this
year. He played a five-setter in the opening round
against Amos Mansdorf and a four-setter against
Jakob Hlasek in the fourth round.

$
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Not long after the celebration began, it was over.
Before the Falcon volleyball team really had time to savor
their season opening victory against Michigan, they were busy
preparing for their long road stint which begins today in Southern Illinois.
At the Southern Illinois Tournament this weekend, the Falcons, lead by captains Kelly Ellett and Jane
Plantz, will be battling volleyball powerhouses such as Notre Dame, Iowa, Southern
Illinois and Arizona.
Notre Dame, who posted a record of 30-9
last year, including a three game sweep of
the Falcons, currently has a record of 1-1 and
is expected to finish first or second in this
weekend's tournament.
According to Bowling Green head coach
Denise Van De Walle, the competition, especially from the Fighting Irish, is going to be Ellet
stiff.
"We've played Notre Dame so we know how they play," she
said. "Notre Dame is probably picked to win."
The tournament is not going to be void of competition for Notre Dame, however.
Arizona, who is nationally ranked and has taken part in the
NCAA tournament the past seven years, is expected to give Notre Dame the most competition this weekend.
"Arizona is nationally ranked," Van De Walle said. "They're
supposed to be a good team. We've never played them, so we
don't know how good they are."
All the teams are looking to be tough this season, however.
Notre Dame and Iowa both welcome back five starters from
last year, while Arizona, Bowling Green and Southern Illinois
each have four starters returning to their line ups.
In addition to having a host of returnees, each team already
has a few matches already under their belts.
Iowa, who has played the most matches so far, enters the
tournament with a perfect record of 4-0. Arizona and BG also
bring in perfect records of 1-0.
"We can't speculate how we'll do," Van De Walle said.
"Right now we are going to play with an open mind and we are
going to play competitively.''

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY*

SHOW YOUR SPIRIT I
Saturday's game

by Amy Cole
sports reporter

NEW YORK (AP) — Defending champion Ivan
Lendl, peaking at the right time, overpowered
Derrick Rostagno Thursday to advance to the U.S.
Open semifinals for the seventh straight year.
Lendl, seeking a record fourth straight Open title, beat the former Stanford star 6-2,6-2,6-0 at the
National Tennis Center.
"He's very tough, very fast, very powerful, very
accurate, very solid," said Rostagno, who at No. 52
was the lowest ranked player left in the tournament. "He's a great player/'
Lendl, who struggled in the early rounds, was
nearly faultless Thursday.

Team Tryouts
Beautiful Handknit
Sweaters

Spikers to face
nation's finest

Lendl advances to semi's

Intercollegiate
Bowling

IVY LAUNDRY

Against the Rockets, quarterback David Riley completed
17-of-25 passes for 206 yards.
"Riley played a real good
game, throwing for some
Mo-plus yards," Ankney said. "I
was impressed with him on film.
"They also have three tailbacks that can all play — Parmelee, (Adam) Wilson and
(Mark) Stevens."
After such a crushing loss to
West Virginia. Ankney hopes his
team wuTbe able to rebound.
"I have to question how the
players will react to that loss
psychologically," Ankney said.
Something that we as coaches
have to stress is that we can't let
West Virginia beat us twice. The
whole team can't let West Virginia beat us twice.
"It's not always when you're
beat 62-14, but sometimes when
it's 14-13. Those scores can beat
you again. We have to realize
that West Virginia beat us and
that we have to move on."
D D D
Ankney cited safety Kyle
Kramer, defensive back Dave
Jacobs and defensive end Toy
Eason as having good games
against We st V 1 rginia...Cardinals starting guard
Todd Wright is the son of Dr.
Tom Wright, BG's track and
field coach, and Suzanne Wright
of Bowling Green...Linebacker
Charles Dotson (back) and tight
end Pat Jackson (knee) missed
the West Virginia game because
of injuries. Jackson is probable
for Saturday, but Dotson is questionable.
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Pillows
Furniture
TV's

Bikes
Refrigerators
Windows
Park Benches
Crackled Glass Globes
Carpet/Linoleum

1731 CloughSt.
(Behind Holley Lodge)

9a.m.-2p.m.
Light Fixtures
Stoves
Picture Tube Tester
3D Glasses
Electronic Cash Register
...And More

Holley Properties
& Management
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BG looks to stay perfect
When the Bowling Green soccer team travels
to Normal, Illinois for the Illinois State Soccer
Classic this weekend, they will be looking to
protect their perfect record.
The Falcons, who are taking to the road for
the first time in 1988, defeated Xavier and
St.Bonaventure in the Kwik-Goal BGSU Soccer
Classic last weekend. Tuesday, they finished off
Mid-American Conference foe Central Michigan to gain their third victory of the young
season.
Southern lllinois-Edwardsville and Illinois
State make up the Falcon opposition this weekend in Normal.
The BG defense has been paced by the steady
play of junior goalkeeper Mickey Loescher,
who has allowed only three goals all season.
Sophomore Shaun Howe leads the Falcon

offense with three goals, while senior Mike Anticoli has added two tallies. Sophomore Kyle
Royer, the Kwik- Goal Offensive MVP, leads
the team in overall points with seven.
In the three victories, the Falcons have outscored their opponents 13-3, including a 10-1 advantage in last weekend's Soccer Classic. But
last Tuesday against Central Michigan, the
Falcons faced their first test.
The Chippewas twice came back from one
goal deficits to send the game into overtime.
Until Howe showed his heroics in overtime, the
Falcons' third victory of the year was up in the
air. CMU outshot BG for the day, proving the
Chips came to play from the start.
Howe, a redshirt sophomore, scored his third
goal of the season on a Loescher assist.

Harriers travel to Athens
Bowling Green's men's and
women's cross country teams
travel to Ohio University this
Saturday to participate in a
quadrangular meet The Falcons will be competing against
Mid-American conference rival
Ohio University, Marshall University, and West Virginia.

The men defeated the Rockets
16-39, while the women posted a
final score of 19-45. The women's
meet, however, was only a
scrimmage.
Pacing the way for the men
was Brian Donnely, while the
women were led by Mary Louise
Zurbach.

The Falcons will be looking to
continue the success they started last weekend when both
teams handed Toledo their first
defeat.

Although Toledo proved to be
a worthy test for BG, they will
truly be tested by the field this
weekend. Ohio will prove to be
the biggest test of all. The Bob-

cats will once again this year
pack a powerful lineup.
"Ohio University is the team
to beat this weekend", head
coach Sid Sink said. "Their
women's team is probably the
favorite to win the conference
this year and their men will also
have a solid team."
"If we can run close to them
and battle them this early In the
season, then that will help our
confidence when the conference
meet comes along."

Wye he sticks to strategy
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals
aren't likely to tamper with their no-huddle
offensive strategy for Sunday's game against the
Philadelphia Eagles, even if Eagles coach Buddy
Ryan thinks it is silly, Bengals coach Sam Wyche
says.
The third-year Eagles' coach said this week that
Wyche's no-huddle offense shouldn't bother the
Philadephia defense.
"People have been doing that (no-huddle

offense) for years. When I was a coaching in Texas
high schools, our junior high team used to do it,"
Ryan told reporters in Philadelphia.
Asked whether the strategy worked then, Ryan
said, "No. Those people knew how to call plays
without having to huddle up."
Wyche gave this tongue-in-cheek reply: "That's
where we got the idea, watching him coach in junior high in Texas. So he should know all about it.

Classifieds—
CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS

Wood Co. Humane Society Garage Sale Sept.
0-11 Frl 4 Sat 0-6 00 Sun 12-4:00 Under
grandstand al fairgrounda Great bargains for
students' rooms or apartments

"UAA"
KICKOFF MEETING MONDAY SEPTEMBER
12.1988
7 30 PM
110 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

LOST & FOUND

Two share lead in golf tourney
FRANKLIN, Wis. (AP) Corey Pavin and Dave Banovercame gusty winds to share
the lead after Thursday's opening round of the $700,000 Greater
Milwaukee Open golf tournament.
Pavin, who beat Barr in a
four-hole playoff for the 1986
GMO championship, used a
string of four birdies on Nos.
13-16 to finish the opening round
at 6-under-par 66 on the
7,030-yard Tuckaway Country
Club course.
Ed Fiori and Jim Gallagher
were tied at 67, while Larry Ziegler, Donnie Hammond, Tom

Sieckmann, Billy Ray Brown,
Mike Bender, Brian Claar and
Robert Thompson were at 68.
Barr, who started on the back
nine, gained a tie for the lead
when ne birdied his final two
holes, ending with an 8-iron approach shot that landed four inches short of the cup, allowing
him to tap in for a birdie on the
430-yard ninth hole.
"That was a big bonus, just
finishing off with two birdies,"
Barr said. "Nothing was really
fantastic out there ... I just
played good consistent golf."
Barr said his past experience
at Tuckaway helped him cope

with the windy conditions and
fast greens.
"Anytime you get the wind
blowing like that, you've got to
think your way around the golf
course."
Barr, a native of British
Columbia, said tying for fourth
in the Canadian Open Monday
and for second in the Hartford
Open two weeks earlier gave
him a good feeling coming into
the GMO.
"You play on confidence out
here," he said. Also, "having
lost a playoff two years ago, you
come in here with a good confident feeling that you can play.

HAPPENI

SERVICES OFFERED
Al my MARY KAY customers who have reurned-cal ma now for a preview of our new
tema end a special gift!
DEBIBUTZEN 352-6875
JAGUAR Desktop Pubashing - 353-3361
Word Processing a Laser Printing
Papers, Resumes. Protects. FAST!
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR UFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

ATTENTION" ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDCI
351. 352. 353 355. 356| MUST APPLY FOR
METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT! Deader* to apply lor Spring.
1080 Ele Ed Methods Friday. Sept 18. 6:00
PM Application forma available In 520 Ed
BUg

PERSONALS

CRY FREEDOM (The Movie]
at the Amnesty Int'l
Meeting Mon 7:30
200 Moeetey Hal ■ Free
B Y 0 M {Bring Your Own Munchlea)
Write for Human Rlghl s

INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
• TEAM TRYOUT8 *
363-3977

GET INVOLVED
USG Elections lor
Districl Repreaentattvea
Wedneaday. September 21
PICK up applications in 405 Student Serv
Return by Monday. Sept. 12
GET INVOLVED AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE

MOO Reward Info leading lo arrest ol vandal of
rwtorcycle parked at 815 Second St Cal
963-4888
• Sigma Nu • Sigma Nu •
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU
LETU BU !
■ RUSH SIGMA NU *

Little Shop of Horrors
Sept 8.9,110
KobacKarHal
Cat 372-8171
DONTMISSIT!

• ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI '
WE LOVE OUR NEW PLEDGES!
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
WE'VE GOT PRIDE ON OUR SIDE1
■ Attention KKG Pledges ■
Get exerted lor an awesome
Pledge Retreat Friday Night!
-see ya st 7:30 PM
'

NAACP Mailing: Pleeae plan lo attend our l si
meeting ol the semester. Mon. Sept. 11. 1988
at 7 PM In IheAmenl We win be laKIng nominalone for officers lor 1988-89 and organizing
our Fan actMHee Queatlons? Undale Jonee at
2-5498

• SARAH EVANS *
Good Luck m the MISS AMERICA PAGEANT"
The brothere ol SIGMA PHI EPSILON
• • • • THETA CHI • • • •
rheta Chl'a get ready for a haeuva weekend,
itartmg off with the Alpha CN'a on Friday and
mdtng with three off campus Iratemitjea. Alpha
Cl'a, CM O'a. and Dee Gee's m a Super Six Way
on Saturday. • • • • THETA CHI • • • •

■

TOMORROW!

FALCONS VS. BALL STATE
KICK-OFF 12:30 AT PERRY FIELD

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS
PASS. ON SALE FRIDAY (9:00 - 5:00) AND
SATURDAY (9:00 - 11:00) AT THE MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE.

IIIIIHappy Rotated Blrthdaylllll

lo PI Kapp Brian t Phi Dell Steve
We'll have you so drunk
We hope you don't heevel
Sincerely,
"7"»r.«tt.r

Wedneaday. September 14
lor al gerontology majors and ntereeted per
aona

The Browns' defensive philosophy has changed somewhat
since then, with Coach Marty
Schottenheimer using a greater
variety of alignments along the
Browns defensive line.

Reward lor anyone returning a gold ring with 2
smel diamonds and a dark blue sapphire. If
oundpiesse cal 372 5173

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Mambarahip Drive
Aug. 30-Sept 13
BA Lobby 10 30-3:30
MSC Lobby 10:30-3 30

Undergraduate Qerontological Association

Walton was particularly concerned about the play of his
offensive line, which has inezErience on the left side in rooe tackle Dave Cadigan and
third-year guard Mike Haight.
Center Jim Sweeney was a starter at tackle last year.

O'Brien, though, gave the line
a vote of confidence despite the
pressure he endured last week.
"The hard part for them is
Sst getting the plays down and
e terminology," O'Brien said.
"They have the physical tools to
get it all down. They just need
more experience ana more time
to communicate with each
other. They'll only get better."
The Jets will be playing Cleveland for the first time since the
1986 playoffs, when the Browns
overcame a 20-10 deficit late in
the fourth quarter and finally
beat New York 23-20 on Mark
Moseley's field goal in the second overtime.

Loat A gold chain with hearts Ismail wrist)
-sentimental value. It found cal Krista at
372-1461

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS INVITED TO A
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH TODAY AT
THE UCF CENTER
Comer ol Thurstin and Ridge
Only $1 OO
Discussion about progr aaaiva tdaaal

The Social Juebce Committee wet be holding a
regular meeting Sunday. Sept. 11. at 8 00 PM
In the Upper Room at St ThomaaMore

to get smarter and hit the books
a little harder before game
time."
Jets' coach Joe Walton had
few complaints about his defense, which was put at a disadvantage because of the offense's
ineffectiveness. The Patriots
scored three second-half touchdowns on drives of 32, 52 and 16
yards.
"The special teams and the
offense put a lot of pressure on
the defense in the second half,"
Walton said. "We gave the
Patriots too much field position."

Loat on Tuesday. August 30. on or near weal
campus a navy aweeter with plaid buttons Cal
372-6080

•••ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS'"
O.S.E A. GENERAL MEETING
Sun., SapL 11 th, 7:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom - Union

NEEDED Volunteers lor the 1088-80 school
year for Saturday Recreetton Program working
with youth with rkeabaWea
Organizational meeting Sunday Sepl 11.
0:00 PM 100 Epptor North
Al ntereeted must attend

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — The
least of the New York Jets' worries last week was the miserable
weather, says quarterback Ken
O'Brien.
O'Brien, who will try to get the
Jets' offense untracked Sunday
against the Cleveland Browns,
was sacked five times and lost
two fumbles in New York's
season-opening 28-3 loss to the
New England Patriots.
The game was played in heavy
winds and rains in Foxboro,
Mass., but O'Brien said the elements had little effect on the
outcome.
"Not much at all, really," he
said. "We just made too many
mental mistakes. Playing
against any team, you can t afford to put yourself in a hole.
That's some'uiing we've really
been talking about for the last
three years, and we just keep
making mistakes. We just need

FOUND BGSU ID belonging to Donna Maria
Jackson. Call Ann at 353-5357

PEACE COALITION COFFEEHOUSE •
Ff1.Sapt.tth 6 PM
UNION OVAL
Coma and enpoy hawing aoma of BQ'a beat
musicians Rain Sits UCF Cental. 313 Thuratm
al Ridge.

MISS AMERICA IS COMING TO IOSUI
Applications now being accepted lor the
MISS BGSU EXECUTIVE STAFF
426 Student Services
Deadens Tuea Sept 13at4 OOPM
Intervlewa Wad and Thura.

Jets worried about the
Brown's defensive plan

IT TAKES EVERYONE
YOU

COTlt. Oil page 8.

7

COME SUPPORT THE FALCONS IN THEIR CONFERENCE OPENER!

TO BE NUMBER 1 ! ! ■

Classifieds
ATTENTION RHO CHI'S:
What: PKturea
Whan Sunday, Sept. 11
Time. 12:00 PM
Where: 2nd floor lounge. SSC
Wear: Your favorite Rush T-shirt

Cont. from page 7.
•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS'
O.S.E.A. GENERAL MEETING
Sun.. Sap). 11th. 7:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom Union

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS!!!
ATTEND A PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEET
INQ
3 PM and 5 PM MONDAY. BALLROOM
ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Earn money lor your organizations
by Selling Discounted Movie
Tickets for Woodland Mai Cinema
Cal 364-0267 after 8 30 nightly

•Notice |lo an green «oman)'
Tha data party king haa baan dethroned
Congrats lo Shotgiaaa and Km Kllna on thair
Slg EpOamma Phi lavaiaflng.
AOPI' Cathy Brauflgan ' ADPI
Good Luck tonight! Remember you « always ba
our Darby Dartngl LSL you aietara

ATTENTION GRADUATWG STUDENTS
ATTENO A PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETING
3 PM and 5 PM MONDAY, BALLROOM

ALCOHOL AWARENESS '••
-WIN 125.00ENTER THE LOGO CONTEST
Entrtaa dua Sap). 16
406 Studant Sarvicaa

Alpha Dana PI Chaptar Ralraat
Sunday. September 11th, 1988
1000 AM at the house
ALPHA PHI MICHELE BRANDTALPHA PHI
Congratulations on your Alpha PN-Slgma Nu
pawing to Slave Manaasan!
Lova. your Alpha PN Sisters

AXO'eGat psyched for another greet sisterhood before the Theta Chi tea. See you et the house el
BOO!
BUZZ, DAN. SRENT, AN0Y. DERF, DAN. 1
DEAN
OSU gave ua Corona a lequlke. molsl orownlee.
a run-in (or was It 27) with the lew. the restricted
accaaa area, and Buzz no) leaving one beer
standing Attar our laundry waa done (but not
dry), we ventured lo Miami U m the Porche
LTD. After drinks A drinks, wa mat up with Deri
and Ma $48 beer trien crashed al tha SAE pad
with its man-eating couches a Buzz's friend, the
dog Its the WEEKEND THAT NEVER ENDS (or
at ieeatuntu same tickets are psid)1
Stacey S Shesey (the Bimbos')
CASSIOY'S RESTAURANT
lor Good Food and
QoodTimaa
QUALITY FOOD IN A
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
Home of $2 00
Long Wend Iced Tea
Thursday Nile
$1.00 MARGARITAS
4to8
FREE Taco Bar
OPEN EVERY DAY
176E WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN 353-0100

Alpha XI Dalta la proud to
announce thair new Inltietee
JannHar Stephen
AntyWaM
Love, the Slaters of Alpha XI Delta
ATO, KD. ALPHA PHI ALPHA
We're looking forward to a great cookout and an
even greater tea!!
Bat
ATTENTION RHO CHI'S:
What Pictures
When. Sunday, Sept 11
Time. 12:00 PM
Where: 2nd floor lounge. SSC
Wear: Your lavonla Rush T-shirt

CONGRATULATIONS!'
SfG EP " BRIAN SHERMAN " SKJ EP
GREAT JOB BRIAN AGAINST WVU AND
GOOD LUCK IN TOMORROW'S HOME
OPENER AGAINST BALL STATE
-YOUR SK3 EP BROTHERS

INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
TEAM TRYOUTS
lor further Information
and detain cal Mike al

'353-3977'

"SKMU NU ' SMMA NU "
COME SAMPLE PIZZA FROM AREA RESTAURANTS MONDAY SEPTEMBER 12 WITH
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU!
'SIGMA NU LETS U.S.U.*

Aason Burke
I'm so glad you cama back
to ua--l love my Bata Buddy'

•

CRY FREEOOMfThe Movie)
al the Amneaty Int'l
Meeting Mon 7:30
200 Moeeiey Hal -Free
BY O M (Bring Your Own Munchtee)
Write for Human Rights
WANEThe Drat all months of our being together
haa been the happiest of my ills My love tor
you now Is as strong aa the first day I met
you.
Happy 22nd Birthday!
LOVE.
GARY...

Morning Shift: 8a.m.-4p.m.
Evening Shift: 11p.m.-6a.m

Starting Wage $3 50/rtr.

KAPPA KATY,
HAPPY 20th BIRTHOAY I CANT WAIT FOR
THIS WEEKEND SHIPWRECKED WHO. BE A
BLAST THANKS FOR ALL THE TIMES WE'VE
HAD
LOVE.SPLITTY

FREE: FREE : FREE
Cry Freedom (The Movie)
Free at the Amneaty Int'l
Meeting Mon 7:30
200 Moeeiey Hal
B Y.O.M. (Bring Your Own MuncMaa)
Come Write tor Human Bights

KD Paige Biggs KD
Good Luck to our
Kappa Delta Derby Darling'

From flyers and forms to neweletters and letterheed, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper1 See us for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Klnko's 354-3977.
GAMMA PHI BETA KIM KLINE
Remember al the senior picnic when you said
"No, I want MM?'" Wei, now you've got HIM!
CONGRATS ON YOUR
GAMMA PHI-SK3 EP LAVAUERING!!1
GAMMA PHI BETA
SAY IT WITH A BALLOON
TELL SOMEONE HI, I LOVE YOU. GOOD-BYE,
GOOD LUCK, ETC
GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE
SEPT 12-16 UNION OVAL
0AMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE
SEPT. 1MB
UNION OVAL
GAMMA PHI BETA
GREEK REGATTA!
GREEK REGATTA'
SEPTEMBER 24. 12.00
MUSICi FOOD! FUN TIMES
FORALLII
SmHhHeppy 301h-Get psyched to party this weekend! You are the greatest! Love, Erin
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KEN NOVAK!
YOU JUST MISSED THE CLAUSE BY A YEAR
AND 40 DAYS OH SO CLOSE
PS SMURFOFF!
K.C.TED.andTIM

Starting Wage $3 75-$3.85/hr
HEY AXO PLEDGES'
Your Pledge Educators know you're the
GREATEaT and wish you al the best this
semeater'
Karen t Stacey

Company-provided uniforms
Discounted meats
Pay increase after 90 days

Stop in for a personal interview 10a.m.-10p.m.

INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED: PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY IN 108 STUDENT
REC CENTER MUST APPLY BY SEPTEMBER
26TH

DRY DOCK GRAND OPENING
Come down to the Dry Dock mis Saturday. September 10. Wei have a D.J dancing, and Iota
of fun For those Interested, there are Dry Dock
meetings al 8:00 PM Sunday Nights In room
201 Education Everyone ia welcome

Congrats Wendy Gradwohl on pledging Alpha
CN Omega1 We love ya Wan
Jute. Trace 1 Susie

TACO *^= T3ELL
- Bowling Green •
PART-TIME HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY

INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
TEAM TRYOUTS
lor further Information
and assess cal
35J-M77 ssk lo- Mike
INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING
TEAM TRYOUTS
for tutttter information
and data* can
9SS-M77 ask for Mass

Hey FIJI s'
The AOPl's are excited about tonight's teal We're gonna show our pledges how to realty party'
Sea you tonight!

KD-ZBTATO-KD-ZBT-ATO
What a combination ■
We're reedy for e fantastic
cookout this weekend -d
Hope you are loo!
Kappa Delia

Have you always wondered what Cooperative
Education la all about? Come to one of our
"Into Sea liana": Tuee., Sept. 13 at 3:30 or
Wad. Sept. 14 el 3:30 In the Co-op Office, 23o
Admin bidg

Rush Phi Tsu
Rush Ph, Tsu

KNICKERBOCKER NEEDS
Window washer.. 16 hrs. s week
Lawn worker-20 hrs a week
Carpet cleaner--16 hrs aweek
Cal 352-5822

SKJ EP KEVIN MARUSKIN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR RECENT ENGAGEMENT TO ANDREA SNYDER BEST OF
LUCK TO BOTH OF YOU
-THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSHON

Local agency needs part-time co-op student
with basic map and computer skills. Pays
J5.00 an hi. Call 172-2461 or stop by 231
Admin Bidg

THE BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA
WOULD UKE TO THANK THE
SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA
FOR ALL OF THEIR HELP a SUPPORT
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!
The slslsrsofPI Beta Phi
with Jena d'laa good luck lor a successful year
as vice president ol Order of Omega TOTT
The eleters ol Phi Mu sorority are proud el
Sarah Evane, Miss Ohio IBS*. Good Luck Hi
Ihe Miss America Pagaentlll
The sisters of Alpha CN Omega would like to
congratuate Jenl Wmslel on her Alpha Chi Sigma Chi levaserlng

Local company needs Sophomore CS or MIS
major to work In computer operations pert-time
Pays $7.00 an hr Cal Coop Office al
372-2451 or stop m 238 Admm Bidg
Motown-Jszz-Top 40
" STAR SEARCH "
Wemed-Profoeelonal Female musicians for
music vldeoe, studio recording), end night
club shows. Excellent pay. Send photo and
resume lo:
STAR SEARCH
201tFredonie
Toledo. OH 43808

TheSisteraofPlBetaPhi
waul Bobble Helbilng andSaUy Schafer the
best of luck during thair terms aspreektent and
vice president ol the BG Public Relations Organisation
TOTT
Theta CtseWe're reaay looking forward lo alerting off the
year with an awesome tee!
Love— The Alpha CtHa

FOR SALE
81 Mallou Classic Wagon
49,000 mUee, AC, auto, power steering, power
brekes. $3850 or best offer Can 3520233
84 Encore OS. Silver. 35 plus MPG Must
Sea-372-78BS Ask lor Lynn

KIM (WOJO) WOJTASZAK
A BtG KINGPIN CONGRATS ON YOUR AXCSAE PINNING TO BRIAN SHERLOCKIII WE
LOVE YOU BOTH, ROOMIE!
MARY, STACEY. DEB. CINDY, MAE t LAURA

USQ Urges you lo attend the
Footbal game thai Saturday.

1975 400 4 cylinder SuperSport Cycle $500
or beat offer Cal between 8 30-2:00 Ask tor
Steve or Angle 354-9126

WANTED

1978 Ford Granada
372-6796 Leave Message
Asking $500

KIM WOJTASZAK
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA CHISAE PINNING TO BRIAN BEST WISHES!
LOVE. YOUR AX SISTERS

"ONE NON-SMOKING MALE ROOMMATE
FOR CLEAN EAST MERRY ST. APT. NEEDED
TO SUB-LEASE IMMEDIATELY. CALL RON,
MARK, OR CARL. 353-8513 LOWER THAN
USUAL RATES GREAT DEAL ''

KKG KANA RYAN KKG
Congratulations on your Sigma Alpha Epsaon
■vaaerlng to Tkn Church of Northweatem University
KKG Shade SpaukJng KKG
Congratulations on your Sigma Nu pinning to
Matt Scnleicn ol Univeriaty ol Cincinnati
KKG DATES 'SMALL' AND 'PETE'
GRANDMA'S WAITING FOR YOU
AT OUR SHIPWRECK
GET PSYCHED AND KEEP YOUR TIPS UP!!
SMALL AND BETSER
LADIES, LADIES, LADIES
Are your days lul ol boring ctessoe and your
nights full ol old movies on cable? Let me put
excitement beck in your He. MALE DANCER
354-3136
I'm not a rerun!
LESLIE RULLMAN
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO JEFF BEST WISHES TO YOU
AND YOUR FUTURE TOGETHER
LOVE. YOUR AXO SISTERS
Little Shop ol Horrors
Sept 8.9 S 10
KobackerHal
Cal 372-8171
DON'T MISS IT'
MOVIE
Come lo the Amnesty Int'l
Meeting Monday. 7 30
200 Moeeiey Hal - Free
CRY FREEDOM
Come Write lot Human Rights
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL WISHES ALL
FRATERNITIES THE BEST OF LUCK WITH
RUSH'"
Phi Dens. Pikes. Theta Chia. Chi Ol. Phi Mu'a We're looking forward to the tee on Saturday!
Love, the Alpha xra

RUSH
THETA CHI

Rush Phi Tsu

September 9,1988

PLACEMENT PEER CONSULTANTS
University Placement Services is seeking enthuetaalc volunteers Pick up information and
appeceeone In 360 Student Services Apply today! Deedsne 9-16-88

2 FEMALES WANTED TO SUBLEASE APT
SPRING 89 CALL USA 353-3748
Need a subieeser lor a studio apt located right
acrceamxncernpua Cal 362-9418

1980 RX-7 Mazda Gray, new paint KJO. new
tires. Sherwood stereo, graphic equalizer
speakers. AC. Asking $2800 Cal 352-8561
or 669-3676
1983 Plymouth Horizon, white. 4 dr hetchoeck
AM-FM Cassette. 5 Sod . wel maintained
$1900353-5106
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Programmable Memory
Aknoel New! $150 2-3340

Need one rmte to share 2 bedroom apt Own
room. Onty St 12 60 a mo plus utK Cast
353 4039 or 372-8494
Needed I non-smoking female to share 2 bedroom apartment Close to campus Cal Anne or
Carol 363-7926
Responsible, considerate, non-amoking lemele
grad wanted for rmte Cal Bonnie 364-0895
WANTED 1 male nonsmoking for fal 86 lease
Furn. 1 bdrm 353-1095 efter 5:00 PM
WANTED: 1 ROOMMATE FOR 88-89 YEAR
$145 A MO PLUS ELECTRIC. FOUR MAN
APT AT VILLAGE GREEN CALL TOM AT
353-7038

HELP WANTED

Coupon Book
$90 negotiable
372-4746 Jay
For Sale IBM typewriter Asking $85 Please
cal 362-7879 ask lor Be (after 4 PM)
For Sate: Women's K-2 Skis, boots, poles Bed
offer Chest ol Drawers $26 or beat offer
353-1642
Hardwood stereo stand ($35) and end table
($40). Cal 372-7732 or attar 5.00 PM
364-2261
MACINTOSH PLUS WfTH EXTERNAL
800 K DISK DRIVE $995
UNBELIEVABLE DEAL'
CALL AND ASK FOR BOB ZACHARKO
(313) 626-6600

IS OVERWEIGHT WOMEN NEEDED
to participate in local weight kjee program for
ADVERTISING PURPOSES Must be 25 tie. or
more overweight. Can 362-6975
Babysitter in my home Halt block from campua
Mi W 10 AM - 6:30 PM and Frl 10 AM to 1
PM Cal 352-9309 after 6 PM

MYLAR BALLOONS. LARGE VARIETY S2--S4
DELIVERED ON CAMPUS BOUQUETS FROM
$4 DELIVERED 372-6160

Che* Director needed. Youth end edutl chofra
Rural PembervBe Church Cal 287-3611 or
352-3106

Several coupon books lor sale. Going leal at
$70 not neg' Cal Scott at 354-2885

OOMINOS PIZZA drivers wsnted
Full and part time
Flexible hours, daya and evenings
Must beet least IS
with own car and Insurance.
Paya J4.50-J8.50 an hr. w-mlleege.tlps
Apply el 1S1SE. Woostsr 352-1538
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Uttra-atrength systems, sminos 1900 etc. Beet
price In town Vbut O'a Herba 1 Vitamins 168 S
Msei. 353-0005.
Uaed 2 x 6 cu. ft Ignla refrigerator Vegetable
criaper. freezer sheif, door shelves, and meet
keeper Good condition Cat 352-6078
79 Chevy Impale $1250
352-4140

Get Your Fool m the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring tha Interview*
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT!
Klnko's 364-3977.

FOR RENT

RUSH
BO'S NEWEST FRATERNITY
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
CHECK US OUTI

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
for Tuesday evenings. For more Information S
interview phone Jon at 352-1968

Room available tor female in exchange for be
byeitting Weekdays 7-9am & every other Sat
plus Sun. 7am-4pm. Need car
Phone
352-1832 or 362-7365

Show Your School Spirit
Come eee the game this Saturday Join USG lo
cheer on the Falcon's against Bel Stale

Help Wanted: Now accepting appecationa aludents with morning availabaty onty. CNrchhsss
Supermarketlng Inc. 1 141 S Main. BG

Urrtum-hjni efficiency. uRra quiet, clean, wtthtn
walking distance of urtiv S170-190 a mo
Lease for both semesters Deposit negotiable
Aviul immediately 353-4066

An Off Campus Fraternity

The BG News
DEADLINE:
Conklin Hall

Two days prior to publication. 4p.m.
{The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)
per ad ore 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
. 50* extra per od lor boM type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

BATES:
PRiPAYsMlNT..
NOTICE:

YOU'VE SEEN THEIRS...

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)
$ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

is required lor all non-universify related businesses and individuals
a

The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
2U West Hall immediately if there is an error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ads fof more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who ploce advertising in The BG News.
The decision on whether to lelease this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the plocement of advertising that moy be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud con be prosecuted.

NOW EXPERIENCE OURS

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

RUSH DATES
Mon. Sept. 12

Monday night

NAME (MINT)

CROSS THE

football with
the brothers
Wed. Sept. 14

Domino's Pizza
Night

Tucs. Sept. 20

Open House

Wed. Sept. 21

High Society
President's Lounge

TRACKS TO
A WINNING

PHONE*.

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your od clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you with to appear in boM typo)

Cleeelflcstlon In which you wish your md to eppeor:
Campus A Clly Ivotifs*

Ice Arena
Live Comedy
Semi-Formal

,^^__ loaf and Found

TRADITION

WE CANT BRING THE HOUSE TO YOU,
SO WE'LL BRING YOU TO THE HOUSE

CALL FOR A RIDE 352-9001

.Wpntoel
. Kelp Wen test

Sloes

.For Sal*

Services Offer..

.for Sent

* Csnnpus/Clty laent ■eh era publishes! fro* of choree for one aey lor o non-profit event or meeting only.
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Band wins recording contract

'Deep Six' captures Battle of Bands competition

Friday/Paul Vernon
Mambsra of tha band Daap Six, John VanDyna (laft), M. Todd Smith and Mlka Cairfman, btaat out thalr ••ml-proorat»iv« tunoa at tha Rockat Inn In Tolado. Tha band ra- recording tha.'r first album. Tha band, which la eurrantly participating In a national
cantly won tha annual Battla of tha Bands compotltlon In Tolado and will aoon bagln compatrtlon, la ona of 100 IInailtta among tha mora than 5,000 antranta.

by trcnda R. Young
Every young rock group dreams of thai one break that
will catapult them into the realm of musical success. For
one local band, that dream may be a reality.
The five member group, Deep Six, was chosen as one of
100 semi-finalists from 5,000 bands entered in the Yamaha International Rock Musk Competition. Two musical
groups chosen from each of four national regions will perform in concert at the Universal Amphitheatre in Los
Angeles on September 16. Deep Six, a semi-progressive
band, recently received a four-song recording contract for
winning a Battle of the Bands competition against mostly
heavy metal competition at Kip's West in Toledo. According to Mike Caufman, University sophomore and the
band's lead guitarist "We were the only band in the entire
competition in the finals not wearing spandex."
Bassist John VanDyne, a junior at trie University, said

the band plans to combine the four-song recording contract with previously recorded material to form a ninesong album.
Deep Six— named for VanDyne's job at a cemetery— is
winding down a busy summer of performing to take time
to add new music to their program. VanDyne said the
band would perform less in the next eight weeks to polish
25 original and 20-30 cover songs.
The band also will be relaxing its fall performance
schedule because percussionist Michael Barker will be
busy with duties as senior co-captain of the Rossford High
School football team. VanDyne said that the band will still
perform on weekends, when Barker's football curfew is
not in effect.
The group's next major performance will be at the University's Fall Fest September 24. VanDyne said they will
also perform at the Dry Dock again this year, though no
dates have yet been set.

Deep Six takes great pride in the fact their music is not
like many Top 40 bands. "We try to avoid Top 40 and
heavy metal," VanDyne said, "We lean toward progressive, but aren't hard core." VanDyne said the band primarily covers R.E.M., the Cure, Led Zepplin, the Smithereens, the Cult, early David Bowie and the Beatles.
Because VanDyne had more free time this summer he
did most of the writing of group originals. He describes his
composition "Coin' Down" as a depressing song with
an'up' beat. "It's about everything just going to hell," he
said. "Finger in the Levee," another of the five originals
the group has been performing, came about during a
rehearsal. "We just started playing it and liked it." VanDyne said.
According to Deep Six manager Brian llanck. the hand
formed in December 1986 with Barker, Caufman and
Rossford High School student Dave Kulaowski.
■ S.. li.--.-p. patfc-X
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Campus Comments
Do you think the University should continue to
schedule against powerhouse sports teams?

Andre Byrd, sophomore political
science major from Columbus: "Yes because if we played those teams we might
get the workout we need to get better. If
we play the stronger teams we might become a powerhouse ourselves."

Mary Leinhos, freshman undecided
major from Medina: "Sure, it's good experience to play against the better teams just
as long as Tm not the one getting my collar
bone broken."

Steve Conomikes. junior computer
science major from Pittsburgh: "No. We're
just not good enough to be playing teams
like that they're simply a lot better than
us."

Greg Johnson, graduate student from
Detroit: "Yeah. Playing against people like
that is a once in a lifetime thing. I'd rather
slay the dragon than stab him in the toe
and run."

Wine and dine back in time at Molly's
by Chfiny Schrocdcl
The days of twisting the night away in
poodle skirts and saddle shoes with Chubby Checker at the local hamburger hangout may be gone, but certainly not forgotten.
Several area entrepeneurs have brought
the ambiance of the 1950s back to life at
Molly's restaraunt, 5335 Airport Highway
in Toledo. Bill Baum, Andy Mahler and
Sam Wiesburg came up with the idea for
the unusual restaurant. They had seen similiar restaurants and thought one would
succeed in Toledo.
Once the decision was made to open, the
hunt began for '50s memorabilia. Besides
having a few of their own, garage sales
were combed, conventions attended, and
collecters items donated to make Molly's
what it is today.
The first and most obvious sign of the
times is the original '57 Chevy parked over
the entrance to the restaurant.

Some of the memorabilia collected includes a six-foot malt, hamburger and coffee cup suspended from the ceiling. Sports
Illustrated magazines from the 1950s as
well as original record albums, baseball
cards, hundreds of old posters, and even
an authentic Coke machine are among '
some of the artifacts that usher patrons
back to the days of tail fins and duck tails.
To bring the decade even closer to home
are relics from the area. Numerous Toledo
high school letterman sweaters, yearbooks
and trophies are among the many area
relics from that era.
But Molly's is more than just a time
machine, as a sign states on the wall there
is "good food, good service, this ain't no
hash joint."
Molly's welcomes you back to the good
ol days of thick malts, phosphates, black
cows, burgers (actually cooked the way you
want them), and a side order of fries. The
restaurant also features a different special
every night of the week. And as another

sign says, "the more you eat the better we
feel."
Along with the full lunch and dinner
menus, Molly's offers a full bar for either
drinks with dinner or a seat at the bar.
While dining in the authentic '50s-style
pink and aqua booths, patrons cannot help
but hear the sounds of the time. Saturday
through Tuesday the likes of Fats Domino,
Jackie Wilson and Elvis vibrate from the
1950 jukebox. While Wednesday, Thursday and Friday a local disk jockey spins the
hits of yesterday from a sound booth in the
heart of the restaurant
The hour has struck and, "Its Howdy
Doody time!" This is the announcement
heard every hour that gives the waiters and
waitresses their cue to dance.
The staff lines up in front of the kitchen
counter and begin their dance for all to
see. The dance routine is performed to the
song, "Good Colly Miss Molly" across the
black and white checkerd floor with some
employees even doing their routine on top

of bar stools. The dance entices the customers to join in, as many do, and gets the
whole place rocking, even the kitchen and
bar staff.
Waitress Michelle Bander, senior international studies major at the University,
said that performing the dance routine can
be difficult to do when customers are waiting for their food, but that "it is wikl and
fun, especially when the customers join
in."
Paula Rusinko, a senior at the University, started at Molly's as an intern and is
now the assistant manager. She said that
from the time she started at Molly's she
knew it was the place for her because "it's
unique and different"
So, to cure the Bowling Green blues, or
just have a to satisfy a hankering for good
food and a good time, take a short drive to
Molly's, where the '50s are revived to let
the younger generations catch a glimpse
and the older generations reminisce.
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'Sheepish Grin' cuts second album
Peggy helps local musicians shed stereotype of being a college band
i

F
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Paul Johnaon, iMd singer ol the band Sheepish Ofln, performs ona o« their original
aonga at a racanl practice. Johnaon and Sheepish Orin hava Juat released their second album, Raggy.
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GRAND OP€NING
SRTURDRY

by Frank Espoiito

Cars and the Rainmakers' "Government
Cheese" that celebrates those few constants in our lives and how we often forget
The toughest mountain for a college
band to climb is their very identity as a col- them ("The clock spins around/As my
memory slips").
lege band. The struggle to become more
After these three solid, enjoyable
than mere amateurs banging out lame
efforts, Peggy is hit by a tidal wave of concovers or inane ditties on loud guitars has
consumed innumerable college bands from fusion. The rest of side one is plagued by
coast to coast The unfair stereotype of the musical predictability. There are some exaverage college band as being pretentious, ceptions, of course (the lyrical metaphor
and guitar solo of "Haircut," the light,
juvenile, and fashion-oriented often stifles
bouncy rhythm of "One Legged Shuffle"),
those few shining diamonds that reside in
but the remaining cuts on side one don't
the vast rough of local music scenes.
live up to the promise of the first three outOne local band called Sheepish Grin is
standing songs.
taking some steps in the right direction
Side two of Peggy follows an even
with their second album Peggy.
stranger pattern. It counters every home
Sheepish Grin is made up of University
run ("Mrs. Wilson", "I Like My Bike") with
students Paul Johnson (vocals, guitar),
a strikeout ("Cold Ones", "Burned Yours
Troy Raszka (vocals, bass), and Larry
Zengel (vocals, drums). The band has been Yet").
"Soon She Will Fall" kicks off the side
in existence for roughly a year. This past
with a hypnotic offbeat vocal structure and
March, Raszka replaced original bassist
Bruce McLaughlin, who recorded with the poignant lyrics ("In this game she plays
band on their untitlcd 1987 release. Peggy there are/No rules at all") that chronicle
the eventual conquest of a woman.
was a self-financed project that was re"Mrs. Wilson" follows. A beautiful slab
corded at the University's Moore Musical
of musical schizophrenia, its great guitar
Arts Center.
introduction and slow, rhythmic opening
As an album, Peggy is alternately exhiliratinft and confusing, often on successive line ("Mrs. Wilson, your son has a drinking
problem.") gives way to a three-line
tracks.
psychotic outburst and then returns to the
This musical rollercoaster is initiated
with "Perfect Day," the album's best track original rhythm. This pattern is repeated,
and also one that sounds like nothing else getting more vicious each time ("I've heard
on the album. With only an acoustic guitar everything about living and dying!") and
becomes a grand metaphor for the song's
for support, "Perfect Day" clashes lyrical
opposites with sledgehammer force. It pre- topic: alcoholism. The lyrics also change
sents graphic pictures in the verses ("...the from third to first person throughout the
song and provide such gems as "He's at
TV pukes out news", "I've heard it more
the end of the rope and he's digging the
than once that this place is just like hell")
view."
but finishes them with the positive resoluAfter two OK offerings ("Anyway'V'Ship
tion that "this could be my perfect day."
Could Take"), Peggy hurtles to a dizzying
Obvious references to the University camclimax.
pus drive the verses home with a particu"Cold Ones" is a senseless piece of
larly sharp sting.
thrash grunge that somehow spawns some
"Perfect Day" is followed by a soaring
thought-provoking lyrics ("One half of
fuzz-guitar introduction that launches
nothing is nothing/Is that who you are?",
"Completed," a tale of how individuality
"I sing for no one/At least no one I've met
sometimes takes precedent over all else.
so far"). "I Like My Bike" is a rapid-fire
The song's narrator defends his eccentric
behavior with the wry phrase. "From a cer- expression of joy with good harmonies and
face-value lyrics. It's reminiscent of the
tain perspective/You could almost call
giggling instrumental "Stoned Pony" from
this/Respectable."
"One More Time" is next. It's carried by their 1987 release. It's fun. The band's
glee is easily detected. If "I Like My Bike"
a lazy, steady beat that works as a great
closed Peggy, confusion would have been
musical hook. It sounds like a successful
■See Peggy, page 7.
marriage of "Best Friend's Girl" by the
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Ragin'CAJUN Pizza!
ONLY AT PISANELLO'S, YOU CAN ENJOY THE "CAJUN- EXPERIENCE'
Featuring • Shrimp • Cajun Sauce * Green Peppers
■ Onions - King Krab - Cheese

September 10th
9 pm -1 om

Try a taste ol Louisiana's Ca/un County
with tresh Cajun ingredients on our famous
homemade pizza crust a greal summer
party pleasar!
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Summer jobs that are
9
out of this'World
by Chrta D«w»on

Courtesy/The Watt Disney

Company

At part of tha Unhraratty'a Cooparathra Education program aavaral University atudanta apant thoir aumrnor working at Walt Dlanay World. Thay aro (from Mt) front
row, Dan Pharoa and David RKzmann and back row Catharlna Cullan, Kaily Kujawa,
Amy Walsh, Diana Rllchay and Amy Vofta.

POQliQl'S

September
Special...
10" Cheese Pizza

99

352-757V

Inside only

60* each for additional items
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945 S. Main St.
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While the summer jobs of most students
tend to be menial and low-paying, a group
of University students found jobs at one of
the top vacation spots in the world — Walt
Disney World.
In a June-to-August session, the students
worked at least 30 hours a week at regular
Disney World wages, as well as receiving
benefits and credit for work experience. In
addition, they also attended business management seminars with such topics as park
operations, entertainment, finance, marketing, and employee relations.
David Ritzmann, senior elementary education major, said he enjoyed the experience. "I wasn't too happy with the weather,
because it was too hot, but I enjoyed living
with my roommates and meeting people."
His job involved working the lake patrol
around the resort hotels and lifeguarding.
He attended one seminar a week, and
thought that they were "overall helpful,
but a few could have been improved."
Ritzmann found out about the program
through an ad in the BCNews, and is
proof that "you don't have to be a business
major" to attend the program.
Amy Welsh, a senior IPCO major, also

DEVORE, Calif. (AP) - Three hundred
people left their clothes behind as they fled
a nudist camp when a propane gas tank
exploded, igniting a fire that injured two
people and damaged several buildings, authorities said. Residents of the Tree House
Fun Ranch were nude when the fire broke
CAMPUS

FILMS CAMPUS

FILMS

Friday &

SOME KIND S^^Y

n-iii
September 9 & 10
OFWONDERFUL2IOMSC
8 pm & 10pm
Wore they could stood together, CA en ^,1 p/~^ ir>
They hod to stood atone.
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K
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CAMPUS

FILMS CAMPUS

Recruiters visit campuses in the fall to
find students for the January-to-May session, and return in the spring for the summer session, as well as the September-toDecember session. Although a new apartment complex is opening a mile from the
park, students currently share apartments
or mobile homes with other college students.
The various majors sought by the recruiters are hotel-restaurant management,
general business, communication arts,
parks and recreation management, and retail management Over 500 students a year
take part in the program.

Naked woman flags down flretruck
after explosion in nudist colony

FLICKS
Friday &
Saturday,
September 9 & 10
210 MSC
Midnight
S1.50W/BGID
Freshmen get 50c
off with class pin

found out about the program through a
newspaper ad. "I attended the presentation, saw the slide show, and talked with
students who had gone through the program before." Her job was as an attraction
hostess in EPCOT Center. She also attended seminars about management and
the different parts of a corporation. She
enjoyed "living with six girls from all over
the country" and said she would definitely
recommend it to other students.

"A terrific movie."
.-Gene Sekel, CBSTV, Chicago

"About last
FILMS CAMPUS FILMS CAMPUS F'LMS CAMPUS FILMS

out Monday afternoon, said San Bernardino County Fire dispatcher Martha
Pfrommer.
One naked woman flagged down a fire
truck and directed it to the blaze.
"It gave them pause at first," Pfrommer
said of the firefighters who answered the
call. "They haven't been to a fire like that
in recent memory."
About 150 of those who fled were permanent residents of the 53-acre ranch, located in this rural area about 50 miles east
of downtown Los Angeles; the other 150
were Labor Day visitors, she said.
Rocco Lollo, whose age was not available, suffered bums over 50 percent of his
body and was treated at a hospital, said fire
department spokeswoman Lesley Dale. An
unidentified woman suffered minor injuries, Dale said.
Hie fire started in some brush and
spread three acres before it was contained
in about 1 Vi hours, fire officials said.
Two homes were destroyed and three
were damaged. Seven outside structures
were destroyed as were four vehicles.
Damage was estimated at $250,000, Dale
said.
The cause of the explosion was under
investigation, but arson was ruled out she
added. People were allowed to return to
the camp by 10 p.m.
Repeated attempts to contact the camp
by phone were unsuccessful. A Pacific Bell
operator said the phone appeared to have
been taken off the hook.
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A crash course on delinquent drivers
by Christopher J. Pawson
While driving the other day, I happened
to notice I was behind a car that had a big
sign on it reading, "Caution-Student
Driver." Immediately, I turned down a side
road and waited a good amount of time until I was sure the student driver was out of
the area, and the roads were once again
safe for travel.
Yes, I admit it I was afraid of that driver.
There are few things in the world that
scare me (snakes, final exams and
drop/add), but none terrify me as much as
a student driver. The main reason, I suppose, is that my own experience in driving
school does not give me the necessary confidence in these fledgling drivers.
At my high school, most people who
wanted to learn how to drive took a course
offered by the school. This course lasted a
semester, was about six hours a week and
very inexpensive. In the course, students
learned about all things pertaining to driv-

ing, including basic car maintenance.
However, since I turned 16 in the middle
of the summer, I was too impatient to wait
for the school year. In retrospect, I suppose I wouldn't have been so enthusiastic
had I known the price of insurance, gasoline, and routine maintenance. Nevertheless, I was 16, so I HAD TO DRIVE!!! I
searched the phone books for the cheapest
driving school, which turned out to still be
three times as expensive as the high school
program. Perhaps I should've been cautious about my school when Al, the
owner/operator (a dead-ringer for Morty in
the movie "Meatballs") demanded cash,
instead of a check.
The class was located in the basement of
a seedy office building. The office was
covered with 30-year old posters, and
pamphlets from the Eisenhower presidency littered the floor. There were four
sessions of two hours each. Two sessions
were movie sessions, while the other two
consisted of studying a chapter in the text

HE'S BACK

book and being quizzed about it.
This may seem like an exaggeration, but
the one chapter we studied was about
"Safety Features in the Studebaker," and
the other was "Starting the Car", which
kind of puzzled me when it talked about
the manual choke, something which I had
no idea in hell about
Movie Night was great. The first one was
all movies by the American Automobile
Association showing the effects of drinking
and driving. Rather than showing accidents, they showed playful drunks in their
1959 cars having difficulty finding their
keys, or sinking their cars in lakes. Apparently, those were the only adverse effects
of drinking on a drivers' abilities.
However, the second movie session
cleared up any misunderstanding by showing such movies as "Blood Flows Red on
the Highway," "Bottle to the Throttle,"
"Slaughterfest on 1-271," and others which
are usually banned in local videostores or
hidden in the back room, along with the

pornography. The projector was constantly
out of focus, and the sound was always
garbled and never matched the action on
the screen.
Once the classroom session was over, it
was time for actual driver training. Well, it
wasn't really training, because my instructor (a former Hell's Angel with a tattoo
reading "DEATH" on his arm) only taught
me things like how to floor it when I see a
light 300 yards ahead of me turn yellow.
On one occasion we had to take another
student out to the testing center so she
could use the school's car to take her test
in (apparently, she didn't want to trash the
family car). Once there, my instructor
pointed out the testers that were really
tough, and the very few who would pass
almost anyone. Imagine my delight two
weeks later when I took my test and found
that my tester was one who passed everyone. Even so, I still never topped 15 miles
per hour the whole time.

SATURDAY

BRUNCH BUFFET

EVERY SUNDAY 9 PM TO 1 AM

10 AM-2 PM

ECCS
SAUSAGE
BACON
HASH BROWNS
AWARD WINNING RIBS
BAKED CHICKEN
FRENCH TOAST

SAUSAGE GRAVY &
BISCUITS
BAKED HAM
LASAGNA
CORNED BEEF HASH
MUFFINS
BAGELS

5.95

ALL YOU CARE TO EAT

MARGARITAS - SCREWDRIVERS
BLOODY MARYS
PITCHERS & LITERS

MICK PAYNE

SUNDAY
10 AM - 2 PM

FREE TACOS
WE HAVE SUNDAY LIQUOR

D.^/D

1414 E. WOOSTER ST.
353-8735

ALL YOU CAW leu Al

WE HAVE SUNDAY LIQUOR
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Skateboarders flip over
University obstacles
by Fred Wright
Falling up stairs, leaping on benches and
riding on walls has become an increasingly
popular sight as many local, as well as University, students invade campus on the
horn-again skateboard.
Many of the skaters are area junior high
and high school students who use the University campus for a variety of reasons.
"It's a good place to skate because there
are a lot of steps, benches and curbs to
skate on. Everyone is also pretty cool to us
here and we're not bothered by the cops
either," Andy Krupa, a local skateboarder
said.
As a result of the resurgence of skateFriday /Sherry Koikl
boarding, many cities across the country
Mike Kennett ■ sophomor* it Bowling Green High School Is on* of many araa etu- have passed bans on skateboarding in pubdanlt who us* tha UnlvereHy as a placa to practlca skslsboardlng.
lic places. Bowling Green is also considering a version of that law. On Aug. 15, a
proposal was put before City Council to
3rd Hopping Week.
amend the section of the Codified Ordinances of the city of Bowling Green that
LATESHOW
prohibits bicycles in a business district to
include operating skateboards in those
FRI., SAT.
areas as well. The proposal is still under
ALL SEATS
consideration by City Council at this time.
$2.00
The city designed this proposal to protect
customers in the downtown area.
YOU WON'T KNOW WHO FRAMED HIM WITHOUT SEEING ITIII

The Bowling Green skaters claim to
have an undeserved bad reputation. "Because we skateboard and dress funny,
people consider us criminal types who
drink and do drugs all the time. But we're
all straight-edge. Skating takes a lot of
energy. There's no way you can skate well
if you get drunk or use drugs all the time.
Skating is a lot more fun anyway." Ron Allan, a local skater, said.
Skateboarding first became popular in
the mid-'60s with the small bun-buster
boards. When the polyurethane wheel and
wide deck were invented in the mid-'70s,
skateboarding became a national craze
and hundreds of concrete skateparks were
built across the country. The sport faded
out in the early '80s, but hard-core skaters
kept it alive and it is currentiy making a
strong comeback.
One of the main problems that may keep
skateboarding from returning to what it
once was is that many parents are afraid of
the danger of the sport. "My parents are
afraid I'll get hurt somehow, but it's really
not that dangerous." skateboarder Jeremy
Allman said.
According to Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student Health Center, "Normal
■See Board, page 7.
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only at
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Peggy
■(Continued from page 3)
kept to a minimum. But out of the exultation of "I Like My Bike" lurches the
charred corpse of "Burned Yours Yet", a
dreary all-vocal chant about a demolished
love affair. It douses the flame of "I Like
My Bike," which had pardoned the inadequacies of "Cold Ones." It's a bewildering

way to end an album that is striking as a
complete unit.
As a whole, Peggyis a definite improvement over Sheepish Grin's 1987 release.
The band wrote all fourteen songs and did
away with covers such as their 1987 renditions of U2's "Trip Through Your
Wires" and the Grateful Dead's "Friend of
the Devil." There's nothing onPeggy to
parallel 1987's obsessively charming

"Through My Teeth", but "Perfect Day"
and "Mrs. Wilson" blaze paths that are
uniquely their own. Thankfully, Peggyhas.
nothing as maddening as 1987's
"Meanest," which suffocated a superb lyrical idea with poor word choice and annoying guitar work.
In closing, Peggy does a most important
thing. Some of the songs, most notably,
"Perfect Day", are so good that any
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skateboarding is probably not anymore
dangerous than any other sport or physical
activity," but Kaplan added, "I've seen kids
skateboard off ramps and that appears to
be just looking for trouble. The skateboarders should be extremely careful when
they skate on ramps and other high-risk
maneuvers," he said.
Local skaters practice many different
skating maneuvers and tricks. The "Ollie"
is a stunt that involves jumping with your
skateboard and pulling all four wheels off
N the ground. Wall-riding, another high-risk
maneuver, consists of jumping off the
ground, putting the feet and board on the
wall, coming back down, and skating away.
A skateboard can cost anywhere from
$100 to $200 and, depending on how
often a person skates, the average skater
goes through about two or three boards a
year. "I skate a couple hours a day after
school and during the summer all day
long," Chris Rice, a local skateboarder,
said.
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■(Continued from page 6)
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listener, no matter how cynical or populist,
is forced to say "This is a great song," as
opposed to "This is a great song... for a
college band."
That's a huge step. Sheepish Grin has
taken that step with Peggy. Local music
fans can only hope that the rest of their
journey is as exciting and successful.
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354
NEEDS A
SPOTLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
DIRECTOR
HOW ABOUT YOU ?????
The Spotlight Entertainment committee brings mixers
and outdoor concerts featuring local and regional
bands to the BG campus. Plus the committee will be
working with the new Friday night non - alcoholic hot
spot - THE ALTERNATIVE III
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE Now in the UAO office - 3rd
floor Union -Deadline: Friday, September 16th at 5 pm

0558

DIE HARD
SAT &SUN. 1:00 3:20
EVENINGS 6:509:20
YOUNG GUNS P
SAT. & SUN 100 3:25
EVENINGS 6:45 915
A FISH
CALLED WANDA
SAT & SUN 1:15 3:30
EVENINGS 7:00 9.35
A NIGHTMARE ON
ELM STREET 4
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45
MOON OVER PARADOS
FG-13
SAT & SUN 1:20 320
EVENINGS 7r15 9:30
I HPM LONGSTOCKMG
H SAT & SUM 10 3 35
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Deep
■(Continued from page 1)
Tony Raszka, bassist for the local band
Sheepish Grin, helped work up a song list,
but the group was abandoned in January
1987 due to a lack of defined leadership. A
month later, VanDyne joined the group
and the band was resurrected. All the band
lacked was a lead vocalist.
VanDyne, Kulaowski and Barker had
originally played together in a group called
the B Sides when VanDyne was a senior in
high school. That group broke up when
VanDyne entered Pindlay College. It was
there that VanDyne met M. Todd Smith,
who became Deep Six's lead vocalist at the
same time VanDyne joined the group.
Caufman and VanDyne both agree that
it would be great if Deep Six got a break,
but they will not take the same road if that
break never comes.
"I've wanted to do this ever since I was a
little kid," VanDyne said. "If this doesn't
cut, III have to pick up with another band.
If s really what I want to do."
Caufman said his future will be different
if Deep Six ends. "As far as it goes right
now, we're all really optimistic. If it goes,
great," he said, adding, "We have two
seniors in high school who would like to
get an education in."
On taking time off to work up new material, both Caufman and VanDyne cautioned present fans not to worry about
change. "We won't be a 'new' Deep Six,"
VanDyne said, "but more of a souped-up
version. It's another step for us, time to
expand. If we can find somebody to take
bass, I may start playing the electric mandolin, but that's still in the future."
According to Caufman, thanks goes to
the Barker family, who have opened their
home to the group to rehearse. Caufman
said that if the band makes it big, their first
order of business will be buying Mrs. Barker a new home. "Elvis had 'Graceland'

and we'll have 'Gayland'," Caufman said,
referring to Mrs. Barker's first name.
While the future may still be foggy for
Deep Six right now, the opportunity is
there and the band still plans on enjoying
themselves by doing what they like to do
best— playing music.

The 'Boss'
to divorce
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Actress Julianne
Phillips, looking to give "The Boss" the
boot from their 3-year-old marriage, has
claimed "irreconcilable differences" with
rock superstar Bruce Springsteen.
Phillips' one-page divorce petition filed
Tuesday in Los Angeles Superior Court
seeks unspecified spousal support and says
property rights will be determined later,
said her attorney, Arlene Colman-Schwimmer.
The Springsteens maintain a home in
the area, Colman-Schwimmer said.
"Starting the divorce is simple. It's the
complications that arise later that are the
problems," she said.
A spokesman for the singer could not
immediately be reached for comment
The couple, who met backstage at one of
Springsteen's concerts, were married May
13,1985, in Phillips' hometown of Lake
Oswego.Ore.
They have no children, and a spokeswoman for Springsteen, 38, has previously
denied reports he and Phillips, 28, separated over the issue of starting a family.

Loft rental companies
boom in Bowling Green
by Mth ■crile
Tight living quarters both on and off
campus cause many students to find ways
to use every inch of apartment or dorm
room space more efficiently.
One way students can do this is to take
down the dorm bunks and suspend their
beds with a loft.
The extra space created allows room for
a couch, a refrigerator, or stereo. One
company that helps to create this room is
Space Savers, Inc., now in its second year
of loft, refrigerator and fold-out couch rentals
Although last year they were under the
name Designer Loft Company, this year
the company incorporated and changed its
name to Space Savers.
Scott Rood, a partner in the company,
said although it is "a lot of work installing
so many lofts, the business is growing
weO."
Rood and Kelly Rittenhouse, another
partner in Space Savers, are responsible
for hiring people, and for purchasing, constructing, and installing lofts.
Space Savers installs lofts at other universities, including Ohio and Toledo universities.
Space Savers generally disassembles the
rented lofts two weeks before the end of
the school year.

In between the busy times of installation
and disassembly, Rood manages J.T.'s
Carry Out, 531 Ridge St
An alternative to Space Savers is Loft
Construction Co., owned by Preston B.
Candy, Id.
Created three years ago. Candy said although he intends to eventually install lofts
at other universities in the area, he hasn't
yet decided which ones.
Lofts rented from the Loft Construction
Co. must be removed before finals week,
the second week in December.
The University requires all lofts be inspected for University guidelines. They
must be double bolted and fireproofed
with a fire retardant specified by the University.
The University also regulates the structural braces, width and length of the lofts.
According to Rood, "Bowling Green is
probably the stiffest as far as guidelines for
approval. It is the only University that requires fireproofing."
Both companies have had their lofts pass
University inspections.
Candy said, "We fireproof our lofts in
accordance with University regulations —
we have never had a problem."
The two companies offer the option to
purchase the lofts, but both Rood and
Candy said most students rent because it is
cheaper and more convenient

Catch Patrick Whitman's political
commentary regularly in the BG News
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CAMPUS

POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"

LIVE JAZZ!

$3.50
Any Small 10 Inch Pizza
With One Item
Extra items 70c $3.20 Value
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638

352-9638

$7.00
Any Large 14 Inch Two
Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items SI .20 A $10 Value
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638

featuring

GALEN ABDUR - RAZZAQ ■ FLUTE
Now Appearing at
The Ice Arena
7:00 p.m.
September 10, 1988
Admission $2.00
Sponsored by BBCA
mimmwiwiNwiwiiiiMi
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TO'S TOO
See us for your game day party supplies
•Beer & Wine at State Minimum
•Bag Ice
•DiBenedetto's Subs
•Chips & other snacks
•Seven-Up Products 6 packs @ $1.79

GO FALCONS BEAT THE CARDS!
Corner of S. College
and East Wooster
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5:30
Business
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TNs Morning

7:00

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

9:30

This Morning

Sally Jessy Raphael

| 10:00

Morning Stretch
Business

CBS News

This Morning

Peo. Court

A^Oty

News

NBC News

Todsy

Donahue

Qood Morning Amartca p

Live - Regis a KafHe Us Qerakto

lAgri. Ftoport J. Swaggert ABC News

Qumby
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OM Varied

Grtliog Fit

TMC Movie Cont'd

Aerobics

Medical
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Fortune
Gro. Pains

Instructional Programming

Business

Homestretch Sesame Street g
Kangaroo

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Jetsons
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Workout

Fun House

Q.I.Joe

Yogi Bear
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Family Feud Card Sharks Price
Sale

Business

[Nation's Business Today
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Price

Mr. Dressup SeeameSt

SuccMtin Life
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10:30
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Happenin
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SportsCtr
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Midday
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Win, Lose

Newt

Scrabble
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Ryan's Hop* Loving
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2:00

Varied Programs
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3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

4:00

4:30

GereJdo

5:30

Video Hits

News

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey

Benson

Family Ties

Deys of Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

Facts of Life M'A'S'H

News

USA Today

All My Children

One UN to Live

General Hospital

Little House on the Prairie Win, Lose

a.*

Varied

Sq. 1TV

Sesame Street g

Varied

Instructional

inMucoonil Proo/ewrvning

instructional Programming

Br. Bunch

■WWWO

700 Club

B. rWbajes

Andy Qritith CHIPS
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Aerobics

Bodyshapi

TMC Movie

Movie

QongShow

Movie

5:00
Donahue

As the World Turns

BoW/Bes.

BtwNcfttd

loeMng

2:30

As the World Turns

Varied

(KmS

Mr. Rogers

Sesame Street g

Mr. Rogers

Sq. 1TV

H. Square

Jem

AMn

Yogi Bear

Gh'busters

DuckTaies

Flintstones

Double Dare

QMgan

Smarts

AMn

Teens

DuckTaies

Double Dare Happening

Good Times

Legends CM Wrestling

Varied Programs

Varied Programs

Movie

Movie

AIR
POLLUTION:
THE
DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
FALCON HOUSE £►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦**.♦♦♦♦
Sporting Goods

GLEMBY

♦

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

more than just copies!
Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers,
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,
5' Photo Copies

Just in Time for Fall
BGSU School Jackets

EVERY SUNDAY-$50.00 Perm for $30.00 ♦
INCLUDING haircut and style.
e>

• quilt lined • white or brown
reg 58" NOW 52*

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Come in and pick up your Student j
"Smart Head" card and receive
25% OFFall regularly priced
salon services on each visit all
year!
A.a.iabn«
♦J*

EXPIRES 9-17-88
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • Swlmwear
School Jackets • T-Shlrt Printing • Sports Equipment
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
WVi* Monad • New Location • AcroM froai HunUnfton Bank

117 E. Court St.
352-4068
■■■>•■."■ mil ii 11
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♦
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:30

6:00

O

o
CD
o
a
•

e
•

7:00

7:30

News

CBS News

News

Movie: -The Salamander"

News
News

CBS News
IUV< Ha,,,.

rim, r*ews

Fortune

PMMeg.

Jeoperdy!

ABC News

Altai'

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Woek Wall St.

Betmen
Happy Days

A Break
Facts ol Lite

ESPN Yacht Hidng Continues

o
o

IB
©
ffi
63
6B

■D

11:30

Bugs/Tweety

Btacke'e Magic

News

Tonight Show

ABC News Special

»/20

Newt

Nlghtlna

Movie: "Love m a Taxi-

EastEnders

Show

European

Business

D. Shadow

H.'s Heroes -

BMW

Late Show

H'mooner

Sanlwd

Slar Trek

Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City, N.J.

Racing

SportsCtr

Movie: "Maximum Overdrive"

Movie: '■The Pk*-Up Artlat"

|lndependents
Red Skelton: Royal Perl.

WKRP
Firmly Ties

3s Co.

Supermodel ol the World

SporlsCtt

Snooting

NFL Yearbook

Ntjws

Movie: "Rustlers' Rhapsody"

12:30 |
Wonderst.

2 Hip 4 TV

1:00

1:30

2:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

Gardener

Wojeck

Land and

Fal Guy
World Basketball League
Jungle

MeJOl League Baseha'i Detroit Tigers ol New York Yankees
Ever Lean

Austin CHy Units

J Wilson

Madeleine

Hometime

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Woodwright

Collectors

Motorweek

Yan Cooks

Maturity

Streamslde

Ok) House

Garden

J.Wilson

So. Cooking Gourmet

College Football: Washington at Purdue

Emergency

CHIPS

Movie: "The Blob"
Bodybuilding: Ms. Int'l

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home"

Climbing

5:30

U.S. Open Tennis

Personal Advance.

College Foolball

5:00

Sportsweakend: Olympic Gymnastics Trials

Cousteaus Work)

Movie

Bermuda

U.S. Open Tennis

U.S. Open Tennis Continues

To Be Announced

College Football Gameday

Letlermen

4:30
.

This Week

TMC Pick-Up

4:00

U.S. Open Tennis Continues

Crack-Ups

ESPN Scho'astic

Comedy

SEPTEMBER 10,1988

12:00
Supergran

Ed Gnmley

"Dark AIM"

Miami Vice

Major League Basebal: Detroit Tigers at New York Yankees

U.S. Open Tennis: Men's Semifinals and Women's Final

AMn

KietaniMn

DoctorWho

U.S. Open Tennis: Men s Semifinals and Women's Final
Coronation Street

Good Rockin'Tonaa

Evening at Pops

Wash. Week Wan St.

12:30

Tannla

McLaughlin

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

Strangers

| Journal

12:00

News

Firing Line

TMC Movie: "Sweet Lorraine"

O

Sat. Morning

11:30

Movie: "Tentedee"

News

News

Movie "Secret Witness"

Streemskte

11:00

1 10:00 1 10:30

Movie: "Run Tl You Fal"

Ent. Tonight Facts ol Life Highwayman
H. Square

9:30

|Movle:"RunTiYouFar'
To Be Announced

Newtywed

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

9:00

8:30

8:00

Movie "Secret Witness"

Rodeo: 87 National Finale

Movie: "Haunted Honeymoon

Powerboat Racing

College Football: Syracuse at Ohio State or USC at Stanford
Tony Brown

Wild Am.

World at War

[Gourmet

French Cbet

Struggles for Poland

|TBA

C.O.P.S.

Got It Made

Movie: "G.I. Joe: The Movie'

Star Search

Powerboat Racing

Col Foolball

Short Film

| Drying: U.S. Sand-OI

[Movie: "Masters of the Universe"

It's a Living

[Channels

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o

ID
©

m
•
•

Sat Report

News

Parliament

NBC News

Football
DeGrassl

7:00
N*5WS

U.S. Open Tennis

7:30
DeLuise

8:30

9:00

Frank'a PI.

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

Coaage Footbat: Michigan at Notre Dame

Road To Seoul

CFl Footbat Ottawa Rough Riders at Calgary Stampeders

News

CashExp.

Impraeaion

DeLuise

Wonder

Facts ol Ue |227

Frank's PI.

News

Miss America Pageant

Baby Boom

p

Skjn-Ofl

Pww$

News

Sat Night

ETES

Lawrence We* Show

Trojan War

Lawrence We* Show

Movie: "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

9to5

TheSherifl

Marbiehead

Reporters

Beyond Tomorrow

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Friday the 13th

Happmng

B. Buddies

Reporters

Beyond Tomorrow

Star Trek: Next Gener.

M-A^S'H

Movie: "The Beat of Times"

SportaCtr.

AWA Wrestling

Star Trek

"Improper Channels'

OREDKEN
Matrix

Scoreboard

N.J. Jazz

[MOVW

\S%e d^an^emenf^

N.J. Jazz

"The Ptok-Up Artist"

C

Runaway

All Am. Jill Austin Oty Units

Lighter Side

Movie: "Caged Heat"

Sebastian
make-up
and
skin care products

.XSe*, Sntm, W.fa'gUy....

Federation WieaMng

Sgt Pepper: 20 Yean Ago

Boxing: Tyre* Biggs vs. Francesco Damiani

Movie: "The Color of Mone f

M€»US
Paul Mitchell

D.C. Folies

Jacksonville Jazz Festival

12:30
Movie Movie

SpH Image

Coaage Foolball: Michigan at Notre Dame
Golden Girls

12:00
Pwws

College Football: Nebraska at UCLA

ESPN Coaage Footbat Oklahoma at North Carolina Cont'd

TMC

8:00
Impression

Star Search

TheSoundies
Mama

CD

6:30

U.S. Open Tennis

)

This Week's Special...

"Dr. Black and Mr. Hyde"

Australian

Star Trek IV: The Voyage

tonsidertjhe^xjts
© «/
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181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON

a
o
o
0
m
m
m
a
0

11:00

11:30

Neighbor.

Srek/Ebert

SportaCtr.

Your Wealth

OpanRoada MaattngPlaca

Magnum. P.I.

12:30
NFL Today

NFL Football: Chicago Bears at Indianapolis Colts

Coopar

Kingdom

You Can Be Successful

Raplay

NFL Live

NFL FooCI; Pittsburgh Otaeleri at WaaHngton Redskins

Ooee-Up

TBA

Ever Lean

Market

Adam Smith

Wal St.

Shut-ma

Maa<

World Ton.

David Brtnkley

College Football: Syracuse at Oh» Stata

1:00

1:30

HymnSmg

2:00

To Be Announced

Buck Rogers

Gunsmoks

Tigers

WWF Wresting Challenge

Star Trak: Next Oener.

Movie: "In Custody ol Strangers'

NFL Gemedey

7:30

4:00

Sportsweekend

W*

1

5:30
Edteone

NFL Football: Detroit Ions at Los Angeles Hams
NFL Footbaft New York Jets si Cleveland Browns

1 Can Do

One on One

Movie:

McLaughlin

Lose Weight

TBA

FrmgLme

Sci.Jml.

Out of Work) Charles

The Nutty Professor"

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

Auto Racing

Nerds II Nerds In Paradise

10:30

Movie: "Intrigue"

TandT

Rich* Famous

Auto Racing: CART Road America 200

Movie: "Revenge of the Nerds"

8:00

5:00

To Be Announced

Auto Racing: Formula One Grand Prix of Italy

Murder, She Wrote

4:30

Movie: "You Can't Take It WUJi You"

|Movla: "'Crccodlla'Dunoaa''

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
60 Minutes
0 US Open Tennis

3:30

Major League Oaaebal: Detroit Tigers at New York Yankees

|pob: Pacific Coaat Open

Tha Survivors" Cont'd

WISonnelt

jwrap Around the World

Great Performances

M

3:00

U.S. Open Tennis: Men's Final

Newsmakers Showcase

Tom Peters/Leedership

Movta:

2:30

CFL Football: BrWah Columbia Lions at Winnipeg Blue Bombers

Ons by One

Etm Wk/Sports

me

SEPTEMBER 11,1988

12:00

11:00

Garbage

11:30 1 12:00

fjpwt

Siskel

Jeflersons

12:30
Benson

0

Peter Ustinov m China

Caleb WHiams

Movie: "Chetauoua Gal-

News

Sportsweekend: Auto Racing

O

NFL Football

80 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "Intrigue"

News

Movie: "They Died WWi Their Boots On"

NFL Footbal: Jets at

Rags to Riches

Family Ties

Movie: "Shooter"

news

To Be Announced

Rich « Famous

"Not Quite Human"

MacGyver

Movie: "Scandal Sheet"

Siskel

Runaway

Lawrence We* Show

0, Canada! Eh?

Infinite Voyage

Masterpiece Theatre

The Prisoner

Troubled Waters

Day m Ulo

Masterpiece Theatre

Queen* Her Horses

Jazz Master: Tnefomous Monk
Avengers

o
0
0

o
0
o

am

Movta: "Bel, Book and Candle"
Star Trek: Next Gener.

21 Jump Street

America's

Children

G. Shandkng T. Ulman

Duet

|B.

Star Trek

21 Jump Street

America's

Children

G Shandang T. UHman

Dust

|9 to 5

Horse Show Jumping

NaPnmeHms

NR Scrapbook: Heroes

THC "The Garbage Pan Kids Movie" Cont'd

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
•

0
O

0
0
0

£
O

2 Dads

Venture

6:30

News

| Movie: "The >k*-Up Artist"

NR

SlgrvOf
Kenneth Copekvid

Movie: •'Crocodas'Dundee

Movie:

700Club

NFL

Coaega Football: Air Force at San Diego Stale

7:30

8:00

USA Today

Newhert

8:30

9:00

Cavanaughs

Kate & AM

9:30
0. Women

Country

Danger Bay

Nafl. Geo.

DeGrassi

National Geographic

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Newhart

Cavanaughs

KateAAWe

News

NBC Newt

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Movie: "Stone Fox"

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

TBA

NR Football: Data* Cowboys at Phoenix Ceramets

Defense

Buemeee

MacNel/Lahrer Newshour

National Geographic

Metewen

Get Smart

WKRP

New Beaver

Facts of Ufa Family Ties

3s Co.

Movie: "Youngbtood"

Sportsman

NFL Monday Superbouts

SportsCtr.

THC Movie: "Broken Promlae"

11:00
News

Magnum, P.I.

Rukeyser's FJecton Guide Canada: True North

Batman

Rockford Files

10:30

NewsSp.

Wonderful Work) of Disney Simon and Garfunkel: The Concert m Central Park
H.'s Heroes

10:00
Magnum, P.I.

Journal

D. Women

MacNaa/Lehrer Newshour

EVN SportsLook

WlVSIt

Skjn-Otl

SEPTEMBER 12,1988
7:00

CBS News

News Cont'd

Buddies

Advancmt

The Doctor Is In

Rodeo: 87 National Finals

H mooner

Drag Racing: Seefak Net I

12:30
Benson

News

"The Strange Vengeance of Roeake"
3 s Co.

News

Tonight Show

News

NkjhOme

Movie: "Hem Control"

Ideas

EastEnders

Show

B
News

12:00
Jeflersons

News

Day the Universe Changed Cokxsounds Business

Movie: "Youngbtood"

Movta: "Rnjwsfcer"

11:30
Taxi

ha*

Movie: "Songwriter"
Letterman

D Shadow

Lute Show

Sanford

Star Trek

NFL Trivia

SportsCtr.

Movie: "Missing In Action 2 TheBegximr 0"

Voungblood
FalGuy
NFL Great

NR

"Three 0'Ctock High"

20% OFF Any

UiuirrluniBP

*
Chemical Service,
Located in
the
Woodland Mall

Roses - Many Colors

$12.50 per dozen
Cash & Carry
428 E. Wooster

353-1045

Salt Water *TI
I
Taffy
I
$1.49 /lb. I
I

Open Mon. • Sot.
10-9
Sun. 12-5

Dry Roasted
Peanuts
$2.19/lb.

0
STYLING STUDIO
354-1477

Ask for Kevin or
Kelly.

354-1477 315 E.Wooster!

Pineapple Tidbits)
and Pieces

Voortman

$2.29/lb.

$1.29/lb.

Cookie

expires 9/30/88

J
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O

a

CD
©
©
*

o
o
o

6:30

CBS News

News

SEPTEMBER 13,1988
8:30
7:30
8:00

7:00

| USA Today

©
O
Cfe

Movie: "Magic"

News

3s Co.

Movie: "Mkttrees"

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Mattock

ki the Heet of the Night

Live... The Hard Rook

News

Beat of Carton

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

TBA

Boas?

Barbara Walters Special

Koppel Report: Drugs

News

NtgMfcrti

Defense

Business

One VTtage in China

Refusn* Diary

Ideas

EattEnders

Show

Nova

Michel LeGrand ki Concert

TBA

Business

D Shadow

H.'s Heroes

B Mier

Lett Show

H'mooner

Santord

Star Trek

MecNell/Lehrer Newshour

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Gel Smart

New Beaver

Facts ol Life Famiy Ties
PGA Tour

6:00

6:30

WKRP

SportsCtr

Newi

Nova

Major League Baseball: Cleveland Indiana at New York Yankeee
3s Co.

Movie: "Women at Weal Point"

Baseball

Surfer Mag.

News

Classic Summer

Water Skiing Bsrefool

ProVoeeybel

7:30
USA Today

8:00

8:30

9:00

Live! Dick Clark Presents

10:00

9:30

Equalizer

Shooting Stars

Movie: "The Boy In Blue"

Fortune

Uvel Dick Clark Presents

Equalizer

New;,

NBC News

Enl. Tonight Cheers

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

i Nation Under St-ess

Hooperman

Defense

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Suleyman the Magnificent

Moyert/Secret Gov^/ConrttutJon

Jeopardyl

TBA

Party With the Rovers

3'sCo.

Movie: "Chariots of Fire"

Cyde Sports SportsCtr.

Scholastic

Horse Racing: Del Mar
Movie: "Masone"

7:30
USA Today

Bandits of the West"

EasIEnders

Show

TBA

Business

D. Shadow

Bowling: Showdown to Seoul

Movie: 'Tiger Joe"
Letterman

Gateway/Mindpower

LSI Chase

Sanford

Star Trek

Fan Guy

Olympians

SportsCtr.

Movie: 'KeUy's Heroes"

Fortune

8:00

8:30

48 Hours

Speedway

MotofweeK

Movie: "Bom ki East LA."

9:00

9:30

10:00

Olympic Premiere
48 Hours

|Movie: "The Return of Sherlock Hokwt"
(Olympic Preview

NBC N6W8

Ent Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show DM. World

Affair

TBA

Just Say No Movie: "The Spy Who Loved Me

Defense

Buamaat

Wet) Am.

Mystery!

Bless Me

MacNai/Unrar Newshour

Wonderful World ol Disney Movie: "The Bridge on the River Kwai"

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

New Beaver

The Africans

H.'s Heroes

Rocklord Files

Facts ol Life Family lies

3s Co

Movie: "Damlen: Omen II"

Lighter Side

SpeedWeek

College Football: East Tennessee State at Western Caroana

SportsCtr.

TMC Movie: "Baby"

EM Wand
H'mooner

News

Movie: "Ruttfert' Rhapsody

| Movie: "Black Widow"

DJ

3-t Ca

The Yet

Movie: "The Imegemeker"

News

Tonight Show

Newt

Nkjhtkne

"Meater of the Guieotkie"

Meat

EattEnders

Show

Business

D. Shedow

B. Meter

Late Show

Senford

Star Trek

NFL Great

SporttCtr.

Lettermen

Don't Die
Ft! Guy
Racing. Trant-Am Champ.

lllllllllllllllllllllllliilHH
BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST MOST
CONVENIENT VIDEO SUPER STORE
Now Available
FRANTIC with Harrison Ford

Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,
etc
Call 352-2149

■as 3 -IBHA v m

Movie: "Morgan!"

News

VIDEO SPECTRUM

$2.75

COWBTT

Newt

12:30
Benson

Fall Lunch Specials
' Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. • 1:30 p.m.

\i M

12:00
Jeeersons

B.G. Elks
starting at

E 1

11:30
Taxi

Movkt: "52 Pick-Up"

,

Mrii

11:00
News

Journal

Jeopardyl

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

10:30

|Movte: "The Return of Sherlock Hotmee"

ABC News

M

Movie: "The Stringer Wtthki"

Ideas

Sea Turtles

George Jones: Friends

Wipeout

laJfflE.

NGW5

Movie: "Angela"

News

■ **■

12:30
Benson

SEPTEMBER 15,1988

7:00
CBS News

WA

12:00
Jeiersons

Nightlme

China Beech

Newt
BMiards

11:30
Taxi

News

New Beaver

Facts ol Life Family Ties

11:00
News

Maxwell

Ellis Island

1 tV

Racing

Maximum Cverdrtve"

3s Co

WKRP

ESPN SportsLook

Fall Guy
PGA Tow

Tonight Show

Get Smart

CBS News

KJondke

News

Batman

News

Lettsrmen

To Be Announced

Everty Brothers

News

"When the Bough BffeJts"

News

Wonderful World of Disney National Geographic
Rocklord Files

Journal

Wlseguy

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

H.'i Heroes

10:30

Wiseguy

CHS News

wrt

12:30
Beneon

SEPTEMBER 14,1988

News

6:30

SportsCtr.

Movie: "Death Wteh"

Movie: "The Dkty Dozen"

7:00
CBS News

News

FuN House

Wonderful World of DUney Nova

Batman

6:00

©
O
68
CD

News

Roger Rabbit Toontown

THURSDAY EVENING

CD
CD
CD

12:00
Jefferson*

Jeopardy!

TMC Movie: The Garbage Pail Kids Movie"

o

Journal

11:30
Taxi

Fortune

ESPN SportsLook

O

11:00
NCrWl

CBS News

WEDNESDAY EVENING

CD
IB
€D
O

10:00 1 10:30

News

TMC Movie: ■Death ol • SaHwran" Cont'd

o

9:30

Movie: "Mhrtreas"

Movie: "Richard III"

Newt Cont'd

ESPN SportsLook

o

9:00

Roger Rabbit: Toontown

M* t& Kr A \

f y*9^f

^

\dr-±Jr*M** ■' U-4/

* We hove
over 9,500
movies ond
plenty of
VCR't to rent
* Located close
to comput
[. Woosler to
S. Main
2 blocks to
Washington Sf.

* No
membership
required
* Student
membership
available
» Plenty of
free parking

112 E. WMbington 352-4171
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